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ABSTRACT
Jonathan David Crabtree: Evidence for Trusted Digital Repository Reviews: An Analysis of
Perspectives
(Under the direction of Dr. Helen R. Tibbo)
Building trust in our research infrastructure is important for the future of the academy.
Trust in research data repositories is critical as they provide the evidence for past discoveries as
well as the input for future discoveries. Archives and repositories are examining their options for
trustworthy review, audit, and certification as a means to build trust within their content creator
and user communities. One option these institutions have is to increase and demonstrate their
trustworthiness is to apply for the CoreTrustSeal. Applicants for the CoreTrustSeal are
becoming more numerous and diverse, ranging general purpose repositories, preservation
infrastructure providers, and domain repositories.
This demand for certification and the subjective nature of decisions around levels of
CORETrustSeal compliance drives this dissertation. It is a study of the review process and its
veracity and consistency in determining the trustworthiness of applicant repositories. Several
assumptions underlie this work. First, audits and reviews must be based on evidence supplied by
the repository under scrutiny; second, and not all reviewers will approach a piece of evidence in
the same fashion or give it the same weight. Third, the value and veracity of required evidence
may be subject to reviewers’ diverse perspectives and diverse repository community norms.
This research used a thematic qualitative analysis approach to identify similarities and
differences in CoreTrustSeal reviewers’ responses during semi-structured interviews in
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order to better understand potential subjective differences among respondents. The participants’
non-probabilistic sample represented a balance in perspectives across three anticipated
categories: administrator, archivist, and technologist. Themes converged around several key
concepts. Nearly all participants felt they were performing a peer review process and working to
help the repository community and the research enterprise. Reviewers were questioned about the
various CoreTrustSeal application requirements and which ones they felt were the most
important. No clear evidence emerged to indicate that variations in perspectives affected the
subjective review of application evidence. The same categories of evidence were often selected
and identified as being critical across all three categories (i.e., administrator, archivist, and
technologist). Many valuable suggestions from participants were recorded and can be
implemented to ensure the consistency and sustainability of this trusted repository review
process. These suggestions and concepts were also very evenly distributed across the three
perspectives. The balance in perspectives is potentially due to participants’ experience levels and
their years of experience in various positions, holding many responsibilities, within the
organizations they represented.
Keywords: trusted digital repository, policy, CoreTrustSeal, certification, digital
preservation, digital curation, digital archive, compliance, standards
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION AND PROBLEM STATEMENT
Building trust in our research infrastructure is important for the future of the academy.
Trust in research data repositories is critical as they provide the evidence for past discoveries as
well as the input for future discoveries. One approach to building trust in repositories and their
data is performing trustworthy digital repository audits. The concept of auditing has been
accepted as a required practice for hundreds of years. Signs of audit processes are evident
throughout ancient history, even in Mesopotamia and Greece (RCV Academy, 2020). Formal
audit and repository certification are relatively new for the archive community, but the use of
audits for other critical services ranging from security to information systems are becoming
common and are required by some communities (RCV Academy, 2020). There are many roles to
be filled within organizations preserving digital objects for reuse by a community. Management
holds the ultimate responsibility for the preservation of the objects, but systematic and
independent audits can be useful in determining the details of the process and identifying
potential weak points. Independent audits in other industries have shown the ability to reinforce
shared responsibility for staff members participating in the processes (Kueppers & Sullivan,
2010). According to the financial industry, the external auditor’s responsibility is to obtain
assurances that the processes are free from misstatements and that they are trustworthy
(Kueppers & Sullivan, 2010). Continuous reevaluation is an important part of managing an
archival collection and applying independent reviews to these processes on a regular basis can
help archives and repositories fulfill their responsibilities better.
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Institutions seeking certification for trustworthy repository status face a diverse array of
pressures to provide quality evidence of standards compliance and professional competencies
(Ross, 2007). Research is needed to inform the review process as well as the evidence required to
comply with emerging metrics. Accounting firms have practical guides for measuring the
effectiveness and efficiency of audits (IIA, 2010; Pett et al., 2014). As we develop larger national
digital platforms and more institutions plan to preserve our national digital resources, it is critical
that we make informed decisions relating to preservation infrastructure.
Archives and repositories are interested in building trust. These organizations are
examining their options for trustworthy review, audit, and certification. One option these groups
have is to apply for the CoreTrustSeal (CoreTrustSeal, 2019). Applications for the CoreTrustSeal
increased following the merger of the Data Seal of Approval and the World Data Seal.
Repositories have also begun to seek ISO 16363 (Audit and Certification of Trustworthy Digital
Repositories) certification. The Primary Trustworthy Digital Repository Authorization Body
(PTAB) recently certified the first two repositories against ISO 16363. Applicants for the
CoreTrustSeal have become more diverse. In addition to traditional domain repositories, they are
now coming from general purpose repositories and preservation infrastructure providers.
With this expanded number of reviews taking place, reviewers and repositories face
challenges with the review process, starting with repository self-audit and preparation, all the way
through to the awarding of certification. The subjective nature of decisions around levels of
compliance lies at the heart of this endeavor and drives this dissertation. Audits and reviews must
be based on evidence supplied by the repository under scrutiny.
Further complicating matters is the fact that one cannot assume that all reviewers will
approach a given piece of evidence in the same fashion or give it the same weight. The value and
veracity of required evidence could be subject to the diverse perspectives of the reviewers and
2

diverse repository community norms. The archive community needs to understand how a wide
array of reviewers with differing professional and educational backgrounds will judge such
evidence. Reviewers with technology backgrounds could perhaps view technology requirements
differently than those with archival backgrounds. In addition, the assigned role perceived by the
reviewer could also impact the results. If they view themselves as a strict auditor their responses
could be different than if they felt they were a peer reviewer.
Now that many CoreTrustSeal applications have been approved, what can we learn from
the reviewers of these applications? This dissertation seeks to answer the following research
questions:
RQ1: Does the reviewer’s perspective impact their evaluation of trustworthy digital
repository evidence? If so, what are the nature of these differences?
RQ2: Does CoreTrustSeal reviewers’ perception of the application strengths vary given
their perceived role in the process?
The evidence repositories provide for CoreTrustSeal reviews is guided by 16 defined
requirements that range from policies describing a repository’s mission to details of technological
infrastructure used to preserve their content. Although such evidence comes from diverse
repositories across many disciplines, each must show their level of compliance with the standard.
Reviewers evaluate this evidence based on the trustworthy digital repository review instrument’s
guidance in addition to their educational and professional training. Certifying bodies will
presumably select reviewers from the pool of experienced data archive professionals and
specialists around the world. The potential exists for reviewers to have diverse professional
backgrounds, such as information technologists, memory institution administrators, and digital
repository archivists. Each of these groups may have differing perspectives on the evidence
required for trustworthy repository audit and certification. For this study technologists are defined
3

as those reviewers with educational degrees in computer science or who hold positions that
manage technological systems. Archivists are defined as those reviewers that hold degrees in
information and library science. Administrators hold positions managing organizations and help
define policy for their organizations.
Some evidence required for certification focuses on the repository’s ability to articulate
high-level policies that guide their institution. A well-articulated mission statement that focuses
on preservation or identification of the designated collection that should be the target of the
review fall in this category. Other evidence is more technical in nature and describes how the
repository performs data migrations or replicates content for geographical diversity. The analysis
of some pieces of evidence may prove more subjective depending on the background and training
of the reviewer. Research is needed to provide guidance for both reviewers and repositories
seeking certification to make the process as efficient and effective as possible.
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW
The Road to Trusted Digital Repository Certification
Audits and certifications are common practices for industry and business around the world.
Evidence of financial and business audits has been seen throughout early history (RCV
Academy, 2020). Financial audit practices have been evolving and responding to changes in
business practices for many years (Byrnes et al., 2018). As transactional data have increased in
volume and size, these processes must change, and the standardization and certification of
auditors are required in this dynamic world. Professional organizations provide guidance and
best practices based on standards (Institute of Internal Auditors, 2020). Having these controls
and organizations to maintain them as best practices is important for the processes to be
trustworthy. The effectiveness of these audits is measured against the achievement of the stated
goals of the organization.
A financial or business audit is similar to the potential audit of archives and repositories.
They both have a wide array of internal and external stakeholders (IIA, 2010). Yet does
acquiring certification thorough audits benefit archives and repositories? The results are often
mixed, although some research has shown that companies gain a competitive advantage over
other groups that do not have certification, especially in the case of ISO 9000 certifications
(Anderson et al., 2009). In some industries, it is clear that certification does gain a competitive
advantage (Noriah, 2006), but for the communities that rely on archives and repositories to
preserve data, it is the quality of the process that is the most important. Some research has also
shown that certification does increase the quality associated with the reviewed process (Withers
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& Ebrahimpour, 2000). The key to satisfying the needs of the communities served by
archives and repositories is to gain their trust. Trust is a complicated concept, and building that
trust is critical.
Building Trust
In 1995, the Commission on Preservation and Access and the Research Libraries Group
commissioned a taskforce on the archiving of digital information. Two of the recommendations
of that report pointed to the need for trusted repositories and a way to certify them (“Preserving
Digital Information,” 1996): A critical component of the digital archiving infrastructure is the
existence of a sufficient number of trusted organizations capable of storing, migrating and
providing access to digital collections.
•

A process of certification for digital archives is needed to create an overall climate of
trust about the prospects of preserving digital information.

The word trusted or trust shows up in both of these recommendations. This commission was
operating during the early days of the OAIS reference model development, and its report
described and defined the challenges of archiving digital materials, serving as a foundation of
requirements for future audit checklists and risk assessments (“Preserving Digital Information,”
1996). It is also noteworthy for discussing the importance of stakeholder trust for successful
repositories.
Building trust is a complicated issue. Some research has shown that researchers in the
social sciences often relate an organization’s trustworthiness to its reputation (Yakel et al., 2013).
Ross and McHugh (2006) highlighted the role of evidence in establishing a trust relationship
between a community and the archive. Document management systems play a key role in
providing archives’ ongoing, updated, and accurate documentation as evidence for
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trustworthiness. Archives are asked to provide documentation showing that this evidence is
integrated into employees’ official job descriptions and, thus, the required workflows (Ross &
McHugh, 2006).
This literature review focuses on the certification of trustworthy repositories and,
specifically, the evidence that repositories present to attain these certifications. The review will
investigate areas pertaining to the following questions:
•

How is trust represented in evidence provided by repositories?

•

What certification and audit methods are available?

•

What are the differences between these methods?

•

What are some potential technological tools that repositories could use to demonstrate
trustworthiness?

The review of these questions will help repositories prepare for future reviews of trustworthy
status, help build trust within their communities, and inform more research on the application of
trustworthiness standards. Many stakeholders will benefit from the certification of repositories.
In 2014, the Research Data Alliance (RDA) working group on Repository Audit and
Certification wrote:
Repository certification is important because it promotes trust and confidence in the
usability and persistence of shared data resources. It also helps repositories improve their
practices and procedures. However, the value of certification is not apparent to all
communities; more work needs to be done to clarify the problem that certification solves
and to demonstrate that certification is worth the associated effort. (RDA, 2018b, p. 1)
Trust in our institutions, especially repositories and archives, has always been an
expectation. One of the most well-rounded conversations around the definition of “trust” is
contained in Ayoung Yoon’s (2015, p.7) dissertation “Data Reuse and Users’ Trust Judgments:
Toward Trusted Data Curation”:
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Trust is not a new concept in the field of archives, which traditionally is responsible for
the curation of information. (Speck, 2010) said the concept of trust has been considered
an integral component in the existence of archives, which made people expect a large
volume of scholarly literature to be produced on the subject. However, Speck (2010)
argued that discussions of trust have been limited either to discussions related to the
ethics of the archival professions (Dingwall, 2004) or to the notion of “trusted” digital
information and repositories. While archival and curation communities have understood
the term trust as a synonym for “reliable” and “authentic” in relation to curation activities
(RLG/OCLC, 2002, p. 8), little research exists on how (potential) users perceive the
concept of trust.
Yakel et al. (2013) categorized work on trust into three domains: stakeholder trust in
organizations, structural assurances, and social factors. Although all three certainly pertain to
trusted certification, the first category of organizational trust explored by Pirson and Malhotra
(2011) points to a key concern for repositories seeking trustworthy status. Prieto (2009, p. 001)
found that:
While digital repositories may be trustworthy because of adherence to technological
standards, accepted practices, and mechanisms for authenticating the authorship and
accuracy of their content, it is ultimately their respective stakeholders—both those who
deposit and use content—whose perceptions play a central role in ensuring a digital
repository’s trustworthiness.
Several authors working in this space (Bak, 2016; Yakel et al., 2013; Yoon, 2014) utilized the
official definition of trust to begin the conversation.
‘Trust’ is defined by the Merriam Webster Dictionary as: assured reliance on the
character, ability, strength, or truth of someone or something… one in which confidence
is placed… a charge or duty imposed in faith or confidence or as a condition of some
relationship… something committed or entrusted to one to be used or cared for in the
interest of another.
Bak (2016, p.376) noted that, using this pure definition, “most cultural institutions are already
trusted,” so more complete definitions of trust are needed. Prieto explained that “user
communities are the most valuable component in ensuring a digital repository’s trustworthiness”
(2009, p. 603). Ultimately, it is this user community that needs to feel the repository is trusted in
addition to the reviewer approving the evidence.
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To gain the trust of their user communities, many repositories believe that certification
and audits of trustworthy status are helpful. Initial research by Donaldson et al. (2017) showed
that repositories that have sought peer-reviewed certification status through the Data Seal of
Approval (2018b) perceive the status as having many benefits. Noteworthy in this context are the
findings related to the perceived value of building the confidence of their stakeholders,
demonstrating their transparency to users, and raising awareness about the importance of digital
preservation. Such efforts help build the confidence of users in the repositories they visit. In
particular, the notion of transparency is critical and is directly tied to the evidence provided in
trustworthy reviews. Several participants in Donaldson et al.’s (2017) study mentioned the
benefit of demonstrating transparency. One of the most important components of providing
evidence for any of the repository audit and review schemes is to provide public documentation
of policies containing the evidence. In many cases, it is the repository’s high-level policies that
will point to low-level actions that ensure the “trustworthy” status. For a repository to be trusted
by any auditing board, it must have a solid understanding of high-level preservation and
organizational policies grounded in the foundational principles for digital repositories defined in
the OAIS reference model (Consultative Committee for Space Data Systems, 2012).
Foundations for Digital Repositories
Research funders and governments are encouraging—and, in many cases, requiring—
research data to be shared (American Education Research Association, 2013). Archives,
libraries, and repositories are the natural recipients of these data, and they are increasing skill
sets and infrastructures to help handle the increase in deposited data (Weber et al., 2012). For
many years, archives and domain repositories have been stewards of our nation’s research data,
and some have developed standard policies to help provide interoperability as well as protect
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these valuable assets better (DataPASS, 2018).
The foundations of a data archive require two critical pieces. Practical organizational
curation and preservation policies are the first line of defense in explaining trustworthy status.
The policies should be well-documented, inclusive of all areas of responsibility, and presented in
a public manner. These policies should be grounded in community best practices and adhere to
the archives community of approved standards. Repositories often find writing sound policies to
be a challenging part of the trustworthy repository process and fall back on technological
solutions not grounded in their mission, goals, and user needs.
This is not to say that repositories do not need technological solutions, but rather that the
policies should drive the selection and implementation of the technology. In turn, the automated
technological infrastructure and workflows designed to preserve the digital assets for delivery to
the community at a future time should support these high-level policies. These technological
tools need to be applied during all phases of archival processes, from ingest to dissemination, yet
all too often repositories rely too heavily on technology to solve portions of the archival
workflow, such as storage, without adequate documentation or policies that define these
trustworthy efforts.
Technological components and curation workflows can be complicated to describe,
especially to those outside the archive community. Work on the Open Archival Information
Systems (OAIS) Reference Model (Consultative Committee for Space Data Systems, 2012)
started in April 1994, when a working group was developed related to “archiving space data”
(Lee, 2010). This reference model has helped repositories describe the processes, technologies,
and workflows they use to curate and preserve data under their care (Crabtree, 2009). Such
efforts have been valuable to the repository community, but the model was designed to do more
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(Giaretta, 2012). The ultimate goal was to protect these digital assets and to ensure preservation
for future generations of researchers.
The Research Libraries Groups and OCLC produced a checklist to guide the community called
“Trusted Digital Repositories: Attributes and Responsibilities” (TDR; Research Libraries Group
[RLG], 2002, p. 5). This document helped the digital preservation community define what TDR
should do and what metrics could be used to evaluate the performance of organizations
embarking on the long-term stewardship of digital information. RLG’s work was the inspiration
and basis of The Trustworthy Repositories Audit & Certification: Criteria and Checklist
(RLG/NARA Task Force on Digital Repository Certification, 2007).
The TRAC metrics are closely aligned with the OAIS reference model’s ISO 14721 standard, as
was the TDR" - TRAC aligned with TDR intentionally and explicitly. The TRAC checklist
divides the functional requirements into three sections:
•

Organizational infrastructure

•

Digital object management

•

Technologies, technical infrastructure, and security

Each of these areas is broken down in detail to their individual requirements, which can also be
grouped into the previously discussed required high-level policy and technoligical infrastructure.
All three of these functional requirements demand high-level policies for trustworthy status.
Technological infrastructure alone or undocumented information cannot fulfill these
requirements. In many cases, high-level policy must point to low-level actions performed by
technological infrastructure and tools.
These requirements are based on the relevant International Standards Organizations1
(ISO, 2018a) standards for quality assurance in an organization (ISO, 2018b), the now defunct
standard for data security and information management systems (ISO, 2005), records
management best practices (ISO, 2001), and finally the critical OAIS Reference Model (ISO,

1

The TRAC standard has been updated to reflect changes in international standards.
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2018c).
The TRAC checklist is the foundation of many repository audit and review processes and
specifies the policies and procedures in an archive or repository that needs assessment and
should be documented as evidence of compliance. For a repository or archive to declare that it is
OAIS-compliant, the RLG–NARA task force expects these checklist items to be addressed.
These checklist items provide the foundations for many trustworthy audit and review standards,
ranging from the CoreTrustSeal2 to the ISO 16363 standard (ISO, 2012). The later ISO standard
required some changes to the TRAC community best practice document for alignment with ISO
principles, but overall, the goal and aims of the criteria are similar to the aforementioned TRAC
checklist. These will be reviewed in more detail further into our discussion. To understand these
items in detail, it is necessary to look at a few of the critical components that an archive needs to
define.
Critical Preservation Areas for Examination
Around the same time that TRAC was being finalized in January 2007, the CRL (2018)
hosted a meeting to seek consensus on what should be the core criteria on which repositories
should be judged. In addition to CRL, the invitees were the Digital Curation Center (DCC;
Digital Curation Centre, 2018), Digital Preservation Europe (DPE; Digital Preservation Europe,
2018a), and Nestor (2018) from Germany. These four organizations agreed that the following 10
criteria were core to the preservation of digital information and should be used as high-level
audit criteria (Center for Research Libraries, 2007).
•
•

2

The repository commits to continuing maintenance of digital objects for identified
community/communities.
Demonstrates organizational fitness (including financial, staffing, and processes) to
fulfill its commitment.

Coretrustseal.org
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Acquires and maintains requisite contractual and legal rights and fulfills
responsibilities.
Has an effective and efficient policy framework.
Acquires and ingests digital objects based upon stated criteria that correspond to its
commitments and capabilities.
Maintains/ensures the integrity, authenticity, and usability of digital objects it holds
over time.
Creates and maintains requisite metadata about actions taken on digital objects during
preservation as well as about the relevant production, access support, and usage
process contexts before preservation.
Fulfills requisite dissemination requirements.
Has a strategic program for preservation planning and action.
Has technological infrastructure adequate to continuing maintenance and security of
its digital objects.

These 10 principles reflect the principles of the TRAC audit checklist and can be organized
within the three main functional requirements broken down by TRAC (RLG/NARA Task Force
on Digital Repository Certification, 2007) as well as other audit and review standards that
followed.
Organizational Policy Built on Principles
Organizations seeking trustworthy status need to address the 10 principles within their
published policies. This starts with an organizational mission statement, which is not to be
underestimated as it is the first document many auditors will review when assessing a repository
seeking trustworthy status. Does the repository perceive data management and its long-term
preservation within its mandate? Does the repository fall under another controlling institution
and, if so, does the parent organization address the commitment to the goals of the lower
organization in their mission statement? Does the mission statement touch on the 10 principles
above? Upon beginning the review process, a systematic reflection on the entire policy is
important and should start with the mission statement. For these mission statements to be used as
evidence and to promote transparency, they need to be published where the designated
community and reviewers can access them.
13

As repositories grow, so do their financial requirements and responsibilities. Before an
organization begins the certification process, it needs to be understood that a core component of
the review will be an examination of the overall host organization and the financial stability of
that organization. Although no organization can be without any financial risk, policies and
procedures need to be defined in the event of a loss of funding. A key question to ask is what
happens to the data? A post-apocalyptic management approach is required to ensure the
preservation of the data. Deaccessioning policies need to be in place to state who will be the new
steward of the data (DataPASS, 2018).
A central area that is often forgotten is the use of a defined records management system
for the maintenance of the repository’s policy actions as well as planning documents. An
accurate record of any decisions related to the archive will be helpful and, in some cases,
required as evidence in a trustworthy audit and review (ISO, 2018c). Good policies should be
updated and changed from time to time, and these versions should be tracked. A comprehensive
approach to policy, planning, and records management would be one of the most critical steps
repositories can take to protect the data entrusted to their care. Part of these policies are those
related to access rights, data management plans, and data deposit agreements, which are some of
the most vital documents and should be preserved and curated in the same manner as other data
entrusted to the repository. Policies should cover all areas in the TRAC principles and often
include both higher-level policies and lower-level policies that document the actions envisioned
in the higher-level policy.
Dedicated policies on the metadata curated to preserve the digital object should be
complete and well-rounded. In October 2014, the PTAB (2018) hosted the first training course
for potential ISO 16363 (ISO, 2012) auditors. In that course David Giaretta said, “that he would
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not talk very much about metadata” (PTAB, 2014b). He felt that it could be very misleading
because the definition of “metadata” varies wildly between disciplines and the type of data to be
preserved. In addition, the OAIS model refers to many different things that could be considered
metadata in some form or another (ISO, 2018c). He preferred to use the term representation
information defined in the OAIS reference model (ISO, 2018c), as it is more inclusive. Lee
(2010, p. 4024) pointed out that:
One of the most important insights embedded in the Reference Model is that “Content
Information” to be preserved by an archive is composed not only of a set of bit
sequences” (the “data object”) but also associated sufficient “Representation
information” to allow the bits to be rendered, used, and understood.
A vital part of this is what the definition of understood is, which points back to the definition of
the designated community in Core Principle 1. The Reference Model gives the repository or
archive the flexibility to make this decision, but also builds a description of the preservation
properties that should be present in the metadata curated and preserved with the object. This
information was vital in the development of the PREMIS preservation metadata schema
(PREMIS Editorial Committee, 2011) that would serve as great evidence during a trustworthy
review. Many communities of practice have evolved around the development of disciplinary
metadata and the documentation of the designated communities’ metadata of choice and the
application of such metadata in repository workflows should be included in the reviews.
The OAIS should then make a decision between maintaining the minimum
Representation Information needed for its Designated Community or maintaining a larger
amount of Representation Information that may allow understanding by a larger
Consumer community with a less specialized Knowledge Base, which would be the
equivalent of extending the definition of the Designated Community. Over time,
evolution of the Designated Community’s Knowledge Base may require updates to the
Representation Information to ensure continued understanding. (Consultative Committee
for Space Data Systems, 2012, p 2-4)
Mentioned in both the core principles and the OAIS model, this designated community or the
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“identified community/communities” (Center for Research Libraries, 2007) are a key concept
that archives and repositories need to define for their organization. They directly map to the
“designated community” defined in the OAIS model (ISO, 2018c). In my opinion, this is one of
the most critical areas to define for a repository. Many of the following areas of concern depend
on the repository’s choice of the designated community. Repositories and archives make
commitments to that community and need to maintain a connection with that group. As the
requirements of a community change or the repository adds a new community, the repository
needs to understand the digital information produced and used by that community. Repository
staff should also understand the methodologies, software, and tools used by that new community.
Domain repositories that concentrate on a particular academic discipline are best suited to make
this connection. But as the demand increases for trusted repositories to provide stewardship for
the ever-increasing amount of data produced, archives are expanding their holdings to new
disciplines (The Dataverse Network, 2018). Domain repositories and archives have the skills
needed and are a natural place for expansion; the domain repository community simply needs to
understand the increase in demands as the diversity of their designated communities grows.
This designated community decision has both financial and policy implications. The
required information needed for the designated community to “understand” the data object
relates directly to the definition of the “significant properties” for the digital object. What is
considered a significant property for each digital object can vary and is often not immediately
clear, but significant properties should always flow from the needs of the designated community
and are often defined in the representation information for those objects (Hockx-Yu & Knight,
2008). It is the combination of the selected representation information and the data objects that
make up the “information object” to be preserved by the archive or repository. Many domain
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repositories, for example those in the social science communities, have adopted standards for
representation such as the Data Documentation Initiative (DDI; Data Documentation Initiative,
2018). These standards help repositories define the required representation information and
promote interoperability across repositories based on the needs of the social science research
community. Transparency of repository policies and procedures as noted earlier are perceived as
critical in the building of organizational trust, which is a key component of trustworthy status.
The information object, if preserved alone, is not enough to ensure trustworthiness as
defined by the OAIS Reference Model. As explained by Lee (2010), it needs the preservation
description information as well, which consists of reference information, provenance
information, context information, and fixity information. The combination of the information
object and the preservation description information makes up the archive information package
(AIP) (ISO, 2018c) that provides the materials for repositories to comply with the sixth core
principle (Center for Research Libraries, 2007).
Before a repository proceeds with an audit or a review, the staff should have a solid
understanding of the definitions and required contents of the three critical information packages
described in the reference model. In addition to the previously described AIP, the submission
information package (SIP) contains the digital products and materials delivered to the repository
by the data producers while the dissemination information package (DIP) is used to deliver the
digital objects back to the designated community (ISO, 2018c). These are critical units of
analysis that will be used during the review process, so they need to be well understood. A first
step is to use the OAIS functional model to describe the repository’s processes in these terms
(Crabtree, 2009; ISO, 2018c). This process will start to bring into focus the technological
infrastructure of the organization as it relates to the OAIS model. Organizational policies should
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define how the repository’s technological infrastructure will be utilized. Documentation of these
technlogical infrastructures will provide the needed evidence during the review.
The repository’s technological infrastructure is vital to the long-term preservation of the
digital objects and should be used in combination with practical preservation policies. Digital
preservation systems must utilize a holistic approach to preservation that ensures that all ten core
principles of preservation are addressed (Center for Research Libraries, 2007) to fulfill
repository review criteria.
Many different concepts and techniques can be used to build the infrastructure required to
ingest, manage, curate, preserve, and disseminate digital information as long as they address all
the functional entities described in the OAIS Reference Model (ISO, 2018c). The Educopia
Institute (Educopia, 2018) published a guide to distributed digital preservation that seeks to
provide a reference for those designing such distributed systems (Skinner et al., 2010).
Some of the previously mentioned certification and audit checklist information, schemas,
and standards need more discussion. The next section will explore different review and audit
options that exist for repositories and how they relate to each other. It also covers how a
repository should begin the audit process.
Review Methods and Certification Opportunities for Repositories
The OAIS Reference Model and the ten core principles help archivists examine
repository practices to evaluate the trustworthiness of the organization against audit or review
standards. A review of a repository compares the local actions and capabilities of the repository
to the criteria described in the standards. The next step toward trustworthy status is the use of this
review or audit to provide a certification that the repository has completed a selected audit
method. Audits can be self-audits, peer reviews, or formal audits by a certifying body. Any
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review must be viewed in the overarching context in which it was performed regardless of
whether the review results in a certification.
Many organizations begin with the important self-audit, which allows the repository to
identify areas for improvement and address those areas immediately to better ensure the
preservation of their digital collections. One approach to this is the risk management approach,
which is taken when using the Digital Repository Audit Method Based on Risk Assessment
(DRAMBORA; Digital Curation Centre and DigitalPreservationEurope, 2018). This tool is a
web-based environment that helps the repository identify risks to the digital objects, and it
documents the evidence a repository has in terms of policies and procedures that will mitigate
those risks. The system ranks risks and allows the repository to prioritize areas that need
immediate attention compared to areas that can be improved over time. This approach is
supported by research on the preservation pressure points facing repositories (Ross, 2007). The
DRAMBORA tool has been used by many organizations to begin the self-assessment process
and can be quite helpful (Pejsova & Vaska, 2010). The Odum Institute Data Archive (The Odum
Institute, 2018s) utilized the tool in its early phase before it was a web-based tool, and it was
very helpful. The archive discovered many places where policies and procedures needed to be
documented better in order to provide the evidence needed to mitigate the risks identified.
Launched at the same time as DRAMBORA, The University of Glasgow Humanities
Advanced Technology and Information Institute (HATII; University of Glasgow, 2018)
developed the Data Asset Framework (DAF; Data Asset Framework, 2018) to assist with
repository audits. This framework breaks down the evaluation into four units:
•

Planning the audit

•

Identifying and classifying assets
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•

Assessing management of data assets

•

Reporting and recommendations

They also offer an online tool that assists repositories that want to construct a registry of assets as
part of their audit. The DAF is geared toward the research data asset type. These tools can be
used together to help the repository prepare for and complete a self-evaluation.
Planning for the audit and review is a critical part of the process. The lack of prior
planning can lengthen the review and increase the costs. DPE (2018a) created a Planning Tool
for Trusted Electronic Repositories (PLATTER; DPE, 2018b) to help repositories plan for audits.
Several such checklists were developed around the same time, but PLATTER aims to identify
the difference in organizations and accounts for these in the audit (HATII, 2008). PLATTER
classifies repositories using independent axes grouped into four categories:
•

Purpose and function

•

Scale

•

Operation

•

Implementation

The PLATTER planning process uses the strategic planning approach and a series of specific,
measurable, assignable, realistic, and time-related (SMART) goals (HATII, 2008). The
PLATTER process uses strategic objective plans (SOPs), which the repository identifies as
critical to building trust, to plan for the audit.
Another helpful self-audit tool developed by Nancy McGovern at the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology is the Internal Audit Tool (Archivematica, 2014). McGovern described
the tool as:
[an] example highlight[ing] a simple yet effective Drupal-based tool for ongoing selfassessment and incremental development by repositories. The tool was initially
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developed at ICPSR using the 2007 version of TRAC pending ISO approval and has now
been updated at MIT Libraries to reflect the ISO 16363 version of the TRAC
requirements. The tool reflects the framework developed for the Digital Preservation
Management workshop (http://dpworkshop.org) that moved from ICPSR to MIT.
(McGovern, 2013, p.1)
The tool was originally developed to comply with the TRAC audit checklist (RLG/NARA Task
Force on Digital Repository Certification, 2007) and has since been modified to comply with the
ISO 16363 (ISO, 2012) version of the requirements. One area the tool addresses that the TRAC
documentation does not is levels of compliance. The tool can document and manage the progress
an archive has made as it gets closer to a formal audit. Ongoing assessment is a requirement for
any audit or certification, and this tool helps repositories and archives manage these assessments
(McGovern, 2013).
If an organization uses the Lots of Copies Keep Stuff Safe (LOCKSS; LOCKSS, 2018b)
to create a distributed preservation network (Skinner et al., 2010) a tool called the Safe Archive
Audit Tool (SafeArchive, 2018) can help gather compliance evidence based on TRAC. This tool,
developed in 2010, also allows organizations to record and preserve evidence of TRAC
compliance that are policy based in addition to the automated audit process. The goal is to
provide an audit system for an asymmetric preservation network that partners can utilize to
ensure compliance (Altman & Crabtree, 2011). McGovern (2013, p.3) described the need for this
tool as:
A gap in digital preservation practice has been the ability for humans in repositories to
interact with the network responsible for replication and related functions to has produced
results from several networks establish protocols and define rules as content is added,
partners join and drop, and requirements evolve; to review and respond to the results of
monitoring and auditing the integrity of copies; to provide documented and auditable
results of replication functions as part of full TRAC audits.
The tool has not been updated to reflect the new ISO 16363 standards but is still useful for
auditing against the 2007 TRAC criteria.
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Many organizations have worked on the area of digital preservation and auditing to
provide guidance for organizations seeking to review their policies and procedures for digital
preservation. A few interesting ones include the Sustaining Heritage Access through Multivalent
(SHAMAN) Project (Shaman, 2018) that sought to help organizations with digital preservation
by using a lifecycle management approach. From 2008 to 2011, the project worked on
developing a next-generation digital preservation framework for scientific and academic outputs.
Another organization that has worked to assist organizations is the Alliance for Permanent
Access (APA) (APARSEN, 2014). They encouraged organizations to promote sustainable open
access to the core scientific infrastructure (APARSEN, n.d.). This project was completed in
2014. In some disciplines, organizations are tackling data quality and repository review as well.
The World Meteorology Organization (WMO, 2018) supports quality and standards in climate
and weather data using the ISO 9000 standard (Bureau of Meteorology, 2018). Another
organization that is certifying scientific data is the World Data System (WDS), which is
promoting quality scientific data especially in the areas of geosciences and earth observation
(WDS, 2018b). They are an interdisciplinary body of the International Council for Science
(ICSU) and work closely with the ICSU’s Committee on Data for Science and Technology
(CODATA; CODATA, The Committee on Data for Science and Technology, 2018).
Once organizations have performed a self-assessment or policy review using one of the
methods described thus far, the next step could be an official certification for trustworthy digital
repository status. There are several options from which repositories can choose, ranging from
lightweight certifications, often in a peer review fashion, to full audits performed by a paid
organization that acts as a certifying body. This increasingly rigorous review process can be seen
as progressing from a self-assessment followed by a peer review of that assessment. This can
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then be followed by a lightweight seal of approval performed by a certifying agency and could
even culminate with an official international standards audit based on approved audit
methodologies.
The Data Archiving and Networked Services (DANS; Data Archiving and Networked
Services, 2018), based in the Netherlands, developed the Data Seal of Approval (2018b) that
provided repositories with a framework and community of peer reviewers that certify
organizations as qualifying for the Data Seal of Approval. The process involves an online form
that leads the repository through a series of 16 guidelines based on international standards for
trustworthy repositories (Data Seal of Approval, 2018a). The seal is granted for a period of 2
years, and a process of renewal is in place to ensure the long-term quality of the assessment. As
part of this organized community, certified repositories agree to perform three peer reviews each
year to help grow the community and make it sustainable (Dillo & De Leeuw, 2015). This seal
has now merged with the World Data Seal (RDA, 2018b) and has evolved into the new
CoreTrustSeal (CoreTrustSeal [CTS], 2017a) mentioned previously. I will discuss the
CoreTrustSeal in detail later.
A seal similar to the Data Seal of Approval is offered by Nestor (2018) based in
Germany. Nestor describes itself as “the German competence network for digital preservation,”
and it provides training and standardization activities to supplement the offering of a data quality
seal. The Nestor Seal is based on DIN standard 31644 (DIN, 2014). The DIN Standards
Committee for Information and Documentation (DIN, 2018) is responsible for standards and
practices for libraries, archives, and data publishing organizations. The Nestor Seal fits with the
European Framework for Audit and Certification of Digital Repositories (Trusted Digital
Repository, 2018) as well as the Data Seal of Approval. They offer what they call an “Extended
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Certification” that was designed to be complementary to the Data Seal of Approval. The Nestor
Seals are still in existence, but there is not much uptake outside of the German context.
CRL (2018) is an international consortium of libraries and has been active in the audit
and certification of trustworthy repositories. It published the TRAC repository checklist and
criteria and has been performing audits based on that checklist (CRL, 2018). It started in 2009 by
performing an in-depth assessment of both Portico and HathiTrust. All of its assessments are
posted online, and it aims to be transparent in the processes. It has done a total of six audits
(CRL, 2018) thus far, and each provides ongoing requirements for the organizations. The cost of
these reviews can be expensive. Although exact costs depend on the unique qualities of each
archive, the average has been around $60,000. This is a significant limitation for smaller
organizations without a business model to support the effort. The audits follow the TRAC
checklist published in 2007 (RLG/NARA Task Force on Digital Repository Certification, 2007),
and CRL does not mention that it will be transitioning to the new ISO 16363 standard (ISO,
2012) that superseded that checklist. This is an evolving area, and the uptake of international
standards process can be long and slow.
Certification Next Steps
With the passing of the ISO 16919 (ISO, 2014) and the certification of PTAB as the first
auditing body (Giaretta, 2017b), we are now able to officially audit with ISO 16363. The first
16363 certification was granted to The National Cultural Audio Visual Archives of the Indira
Gandhi National Centre for the Arts in India in 2018. (Giaretta, 2018) Why it took so many years
from the publication of ISO 16363 to the first audit is tangled with the understanding of the ISO
processes and procedures. Every process has an associated standard, and it is often the case that
standards rely on additional standards. For an organization to become an ISO certifying body and
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certify against the OAIS standard, it must also qualify as a certifying body under the ISO 17021
standard (ISO, 2011). Previously, no organizations that met this standard was trained to perform
an OAIS audit. These organizations got their authorization from national standards boards, such
as the American National Standards Institute (2018). Once an OAIS certifying body has been
approved, it must then train auditors under the guidelines of the new ISO 16919 (ISO, 2014) to
ensure that the appointed audit teams follow all higher-level standards in addition to the ISO
16363 (ISO, 2012) under which the repositories would be reviewed. Currently the PTAB group
is leading training and certification around ISO 16363 and has recently certified the second
repository against ISO 16363 (Giaretta, 2017a) when the US Government Publishing Office
achieved certification (Giaretta, 2018).
During the time that elapsed in the approval of the ISO certification process, a working
group in the Research Data Alliance began to coordinate the collaboration between the Data Seal
of Approval and the World Data Seal to align their requirements and to more closely reflect the
directions of ISO 16363 (RDA, 2018b). The ICSU World Data System has a history of
certification and review of its members data systems. (“Certification — World Data System:
Trusted Data Services for Global Science,” n.d.).This group has now merged its certification
efforts into the new CoreTrustSeal (2017b) and has identified 16 core pieces of evidence that
need to be presented to reviewers. The CoreTrustSeal is managed as a peer review process in
which at least two peers review the written submissions for compliance. There is no on-site audit
process. The seals are valid for 3 years and, although not free, they are affordable, with only a
1,000 Euro administration fee. Archives previously certified with the DSA or the WDS are now
transitioning to the new requirements. Many archives and repositories across numerous
disciplines are viewing the CTS as a useful credential, and the number of requests for review are
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increasing rapidly. At the beginning of this project, 45 organizations had achieved the new seal
(CoreTrustSeal, 2017a). CoreTrustSeal is emerging as a new community standard, with 61 WDS
and 39 DSA certifications that still need to transition to the new CoreTrustSeal. The
CoreTrustSeal applications are also coming from a more diverse set of applicants. It is receiving
applications from national general purpose repositories, infrastructure providers, and cloud
service providers, in addition to typical traditional domain repositories. This increase in
applications could be due to the increased visibility from the European Open Science Cloud that
has recommended the CoreTrustSeal (European Commission, 2018) and the GoFAIR initiatives
(GO FAIR, 2018).
Groups such as the RDA are continuing to leverage pilot studies and working groups in
an effort to bring some clarity to this process. They hope to coordinate with certifying bodies and
seal of approval communities to help repositories make decisions that align with their interests
and develop tools to verify compliance. Many technological tools such as iRODS (Moore, 2008)
show promise by enforcing some policy-based rules at a granular level, but the audit of policies
and procedures is still very much a manual, time-consuming process. This process requires
higher-level policies to shape the lower-level actionable policy that technology tools can handle,
which is especially difficult when an organization does not plan ahead for the audit and fails to
have processes in place to document the evidence with quality organizational policies. The
number of tools and services to aid with this is growing. The following section provides a
snapshot of several categories of these tools that can be used to enforce actions after
organizations define appropriate organizational policies.
Tools, Services, and Applications Literature
The digital preservation community is fortunate to have a wide base of support around
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the world. In addition to RDA, conferences such as the International Conference on Digital
Preservation (iPRES, 2018), the Digital Curation Centre (2018), and the National Digital
Stewardship Alliance (Library of Congress, 2018) hosted by the Digital Library Foundation
(DLF) (CLIR + DLF, 2020) are just a few of the groups working in this space today. Academic,
commercial, non-profit, and governmental organizations all have interest in this area and devote
countless hours and efforts to help meet the data preservation needs of the archive and
repositories community.
Although this situation is encouraging, it also creates inherent problems when an array of
technology developers and administrators work on similar tools and services simultaneously and
without full knowledge of other programs and projects. Overlap and redundancy are common, as
is varying levels of quality and support in products and services. This review highlights starting
strategies as well as some of the more powerful services and tools that may be needed. A
complete list of these would be impractical, so the discussion will include some links to
resources designed around keeping archivists updated on new technology. This review will be
broken down into five primary categories:
•

Fundamental training

•

Front-end and ingest processors

•

Preservation as a storage service

•

Full service systems

•

National research infrastructure

When examining the metrics within the Trustworthy Digital Repository (TDR) audit schemes as
well as other evidence required in various certification efforts, it is clear that becoming
“trustworthy” requires addressing two topics. As previously discussed, the first is the
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organizational policies and procedures established by the group seeking the certification. These
policies and procedures are put in place to ensure long-term organizational stability, definitions
of supported communities, dedication to the preservation mission, and provision of options when
an organization unfortunately fails. An organization must have such policies and adhere to these
policies before it can be deemed trustworthy.
The second area of focus is the policies and procedures for digital object management.
Policies here can dictate the use of specific tools and include a wide range of actionable
processes archivists and technologists use in typical workflows. Although also too numerous for
an exhaustive list, a few are file format migration tools, compression and decompression
routines, checksum calculations, media migration, automated replication tools, and scans for
sensitive information. In this area of digital object management, information technology and
tools can be most instrumental. These two symbiotic policy areas, where high-level policies
describe lower-level workflow actions informed by each other, provide repositories with the
ability to ensure preservation goals. The scope of this section will include many key components,
but it is not meant to be an exhaustive list.
Breaking Down the Options
Few practitioners in the field of information and library science have adequate time to
research the vast array of options and details around various preservation systems. This may be a
primary driver that steers libraries and archives to seek out vendors and pay for services rather
than develop tools and workflows of their own. In many cases, this is the best option if the
purchasers of such services understand what the vendor is doing and promising and if the vendor
can document the offering. This should result in appropriate memoranda of understanding.
Seeking tools that promote transparency to help build trust is important. An example of this is
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the efforts of Archivematica (2018) to promote the transparency of workflows. Fortunately, there
is a project that helps sift through the numerous combinations of options to help make these
decisions. The POWRR project (Digital POWRR, 2016) maintains a tools grid to help define the
strengths and weaknesses of preservation tools. (Digital POWRR, 2018). This popular
informational source gives practitioners a simple way to review lists of potential options. The
tools are listed using an approach that matches the workflows typical of repositories and archives
while also matching the standard OAIS nomenclature. (ISO, 2018c). This valuable effort was
recognized by the community, especially Educopia’s (2018) effort to align national approaches
to digital preservation (Skinner & McGovern, 2012). The latest version of the tool grid is
POWRR by COPTR (COPTR, 2018; Digital POWRR, 2018) and features a hyperlinked design
that provides a simple to use interface for users. The IMLS Laura Bush 21st Century Librarian
Program is currently funding this effort.3 The COPTR system allows for automated updates and
enables a disseminated approach to maintain a catalog of tools, but ensuring accuracy of the tools
remains difficult as software development cycles are compressed with the adoption of continuous
integration techniques (Martin, 2003). At the time of this writing, I have noticed a few features
missing on several popular platforms, yet the tools are helpful and a great place for practitioners
to start.
Tools and services developed for use in digital preservation are numerous and diverse.
Some have a very small and focused application such as the BagIt (Library of Congress, 2016)
technology designed to aid in transfer technology used during migration of content to distributed
and redundant storage locations. Others have more integrated and workflow style complex

3

https://digitalpowrr.niu.edu/
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interfaces, such as Archivematica (2018) or Archivists’ Toolkit (2018)4 that are designed to be
integrated into the archivist’s daily workflows and procedures (Chandler et al., 2001). Some
tools cross all the boundaries of the research data lifecycle (Digital Curation Centre, 2018) while
others just touch on a single process. Although technological tools are essential in digital
preservation, they must be utilized appropriately in a holistic approach to managing the archive
or repository. The technologies selected for digital curation workflows must flow from choices in
organizational high-level guiding policies into an active environment that documents or enforces
preservation actions. A simple example might be where an organizational policy may state that
submissions for ingest into their archive will be migrated to sustainable formats for long-term
preservation. This could inform technological workflows to generate simple ASCII file formats
to be preserved along with the original file submitted.

Training and Education
Training repository staff and technologists about digital preservation and data
management is critical to digital preservation and the certification of repositories. There is a real
danger of repository managers selecting tools and service for digital preservation without
knowledge or training necessary to assemble policies and technologies that are robust enough to
be certified. Opportunities to learn about digital preservation are numerous and growing. Library
and information science schools around the world have been gearing up to handle the deluge of
digital objects being cascaded upon practitioners in the field. Academic institutions are
developing courses and materials not only for resident students, but also for postgraduate training
and distance education. Examples range from online training options such as Curating Research

4

Archivist Workbench has been part of ArchivesSpace (2018) since 2009 after a merger with Archon.
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Assets and Data using Lifecycle Education (CRADLE, 2018) and MANTRA (2018) to
professional training including the offerings at the Digital Curation Centre (2018). Conferences
and workshops such as the DigCCurr (2018) workshops and Digital Preservation Management
offered by McGovern (2016) have also been instrumental in training managers and preservation
staff. The Institute of Museums and Library Services (IMLS, 2018) has funded many projects
that support training, including POWRR (Digital POWRR, 2016) and projects managed by the
Online Computer Library Center (OCLC; Connaway, 2015). These projects and many other have
built a framework that should be leveraged and used as a foundation for additional training (Lee
et al., 2017). The Data Curation Network (DCN) is leveraging a cross-institutional model to
curation that shares the training and skill across organizations (Johnston et al., 2018). There are
available models for archives and repositories to leverage in training staff, which is often a great
need (Bresnahan & Johnson, 2013).
Professional organizations such as the National Digital Stewardship Alliance (NDSA),
the International Federation of Data Organizations for the Social Sciences (2018), and the RDA
(2018a) encourage active participation and knowledge exchange across the disciplinary
boundaries that can be beneficial for those entrusted to steward digital assets. Groups such as the
Open Preservation Foundation (2018) and the CRL (2018) provide tools and services that can be
leveraged to learn more. For deeper understanding around unique identifiers, groups such as
DataCite (2018) or ORCID (2018) can provide the tools and knowledge to educate archive teams
how to properly identify digital objects and provide the quality provenance required for TDR
status. Once an organization is at the point of beginning an audit, groups such as the PTAB
(2018) offer training and information to start the process. Other organizations such as the Data
Seal of Approval (2018), the World Data System (2018a), and the CRL have educational
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opportunities based on their metrics as well. Training and education are geared toward attaining
enough knowledge to make the correct decisions. The challenge is that information technology
changes so rapidly that one quickly falls behind on the current state of the art. Finding available
and affordable options for keeping up with digital preservation technologies and their associated
strengths or weaknesses can be challenging.
Front End and Ingest Processors
This category of tools is quite broad and often integrated with, or contained within,
various other repository software suites. The POWRR system defines five categories in the
ingest and six software types for the processing suite (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Digital preservation tool grid (Digital POWRR, 2018).

Notable tools to apply in these areas of the curation workflow are those such as BitCurator
(2018), designed around digital forensics to enable curators to make appropriate decisions for
ingest and acquisitions as well as identify sensitive information prior to transfer into the systems.
Meanwhile, the Audit Control Environment (ACE; Smorul, 2010) helps calculate and track
fixity, which is required for TDR certification, making it important for use as evidence. This
group also includes tools designed to process Internet-based content. such as Heritrix (2018) and
individual tools for specific processes, such as metadata extraction, as exemplified with the
Embedded Metadata Extraction Tool (EMET; Library of Congress, 2011). Two additional tools
that stand out in this category are Curators Workbench (UNC-Libraries, 2018) and the Duke
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DataAccessioner (2016) for their ability to integrate into the ingest workflow and ease of use.
Preservation as a Storage Service
With the rapid advances in network technologies and cloud-based systems, we have seen
more providers enter the market providing offsite data preservation and replication (Erikson &
Lunt, 2015). These “preservation as a service” models vary greatly in the levels of curation
service and tools they offer. Many also have sophisticated bit preservation strategies and have
the ability to provide evidence during a TDR audit so an organization can show it has the
procedures and plans to protect the digital object across diverse technological and geographical
divides. These range from commercial cloud offerings such as Amazon Glacier (Amazon Web
Services, Inc., 2018) to cooperatives such as MetaArchive (2018) that form alliances to better
protect their digital assets. Some use sophisticated Private LOCKSS Networks (PLN; LOCKSS,
2018a) while others use diverse technologies such as the integrated Rule-Oriented Data System
(iRODS, 2018) that can apply machine actionable policies at the object level, enabling an active
storage environment. Research into the use of distributed preservation and the application of the
Outer OAIS-Inner OAIS Model to define roles and responsibilities each organization performs
helps understand these practical implementations of distributed preservation (Zierau, 2017).
Some have attempted to offer combinations of these technologies, such as the Digital
Preservation Network (DPN; 2018), which also tried to address the difficult issue of forecasting
preservation costs into the future.
A difficult part of TDR audits evidence is often a sustainability plan (Blue Ribbon Task
Force, 2008) for the preservation technology. DPN offered a “pay up front” model, where
deposits were guaranteed for 20 years included in the one-time deposit fee. Unfortunately, this
effort did not stand the test of time and is in the process of sunsetting. As with the Digital
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Preservation Network, Duracloud offers affordable scalability and reliability by offering to
replicate repositories’ objects across more than one commercial cloud provider in an effort to
prevent a technology lock-in failure. In addition, Chronopolis (Regents of the University of
California, 2020) offers services to offset the closure of DPN. Both of these groups offer bulk
discounts and enable economies of scale as the number of repositories and archives they serve
grows. The curation features of these groups vary, but as these organizations mature, more fullfeatured services are to be expected.
Full Technological Service Systems
Organizations face a difficult challenge when selecting technology for preservation
workflows. In many cases, both commercial and open-sourced systems are commonly referred to
as “full” technological preservation solutions but in fact need to be combined with other tools to
ensure trustworthy digital repository status. It is critical to remember that preservation starts
early in the digital object lifecycle as provenance starts there. These early lifecycle curation tools
are often left out of full-service models. Organizational policies need to be in place to make sure
that internal workflows begin capturing required information even before these technological
solutions are entrusted with the data. In addition, the organizations leveraging these technology
solutions need to secure and document service level agreements with chosen service providers to
provide a transparent view of the preservation workflow.
Web archive systems such as Archive-It (2018), with ties to the Internet Archive (2016),
provide users with a very simple beginning to end preservation system for valuable Internet
content. Other commercial offerings, including Rosetta (Ex Libris, 2016), Portico (2018),
Archivematica (2018), and Preservica (2018) offer turnkey services. Documentation is key, but
that being said, the CRL (2018) has certified six such services against the TRAC guidelines that
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were at the heart of the new ISO 16363 standard (ISO, 2012), so these services can offer
auditable technology.
Stand-out open-sourced, locally-managed and do-it-yourself-style full service
applications exist along with some excellent commercial offerings. One of the commercial
offerings that provides valuable services to the preservation of digital objects is Nesstar (2016),
which is a suite of three products that provide a full range of curation services. A similar opensourced offering developed at Harvard University is The Dataverse Project (2018), which was
originally developed for application in the social science disciplines, but recent additions have
expanded its application to many other areas. Dataverse offers many ingest tools for TDR, but as
with most systems, requires additional tools and policies working in conjunction to provide endto-end preservation. Often these full-service options are not truly full service. They focus on
specific use cases and could mislead users into believing they are truly full service. Training and
education are required when selecting these options to prevent requirements from being left out.
Some groups offer data management and consulting services that can provide solutions
that help fill in the procedures and requirements necessary to achieve TDR status. The Odum
Institute’s (2018c) data management services are one such example as it offers three levels of
service that includes accepting digital objects as part of their archive holdings. In addition, the
Digital Scholarship & Preservation Services at Cornell University Library (2018) offer in-depth
conservation services and advice on digital preservation issues. In recent years Figshare (2015)
has become a player in this market, and recent partnerships with DuraCloud shows it has tools
that can be leveraged to provide audit evidence of solid preservation strategies. Understanding
how these distributed preservation models allocate responsibilities has an impact on the
evaluation of trust. Work by Zierau and McGovern (2014) helps to define these roles and
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responsibilities using an Outer OAIS-Inner OAIS model.
National Infrastructures
Many countries are building national data infrastructures and, in some cases, offering
those resources as tools that can be leveraged by repositories seeking TDR status. In Europe,
these national infrastructures are joining forces within the Consortium of European Social
Science Data Archives (CESSDA, 2018) to build international systems. The World Data System
(WDS) an interdisciplinary body of the International Council for Science (ICSU; WDS, 2018)
seeks to increase international membership to achieve similar goals. These organizations can
provide infrastructure as well as support services, in some cases, for those seeking TDR status.
Similar efforts are underway with the Australian National Data Service (ANDS, 2016) as well as
in the United States, where efforts are spread across several National Science Foundation (NSF)
projects, including the National Data Service (NDS) based out of Illinois (Board of Trustees of
the University of Illinois, 2016) and the collection of Big Data, DIBBS, and DataNet awards
from the NFS (“Datanet,” 2015; NSF, 2016a, 2016b). These projects have many offerings that
could be repurposed or leveraged to provide better repository services. For organizations
handling population and spatial data, the Terra Populus (2018) project, which integrates data on
population and environment, has much to offer. The Data Observation Network for Earth
(DataONE) offers a suite of tools and best practices for publishing and sharing data and is built
on strong metadata standards and strategies for unique identifiers. The DataNet Federation
Consortium (2016) has created a network of federated data stores that span diverse disciplines
from the temporal dynamics of learning and plant biology to engineering workflows and social
science research. At the heart of this collaboration is the grid-based system iRODS (2018) that
employs a policy-based data management system (Reagan et al., 2011; Ward et al., 2011).
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Policy-Based Approach
Throughout the audit process, organizations will rely on documents that represent the
expression of policies to be utilized as evidence that procedures and workflows adhere to the
standards set forth with in the audit metric. In many cases, these will be higher-level documents
that speak to encompassing issues such as the mission statement of the organization. The higherlevel policies will be broken down into actionable policies the closer one gets to the actual dayto-day workflows of archivists. To prepare for a trusted digital repository audit, organizations
will have to gather evidence that each or the metrics is being addressed. The PTAB (2018) has
developed a worksheet to help participants prepare for ISO16363 audits. This worksheet lists
individual metrics and what evidence is required to successfully satisfy that metric (PTAB,
2014a) Other auditing bodies have similar worksheets, but the ISO 16363 metrics are far more
detailed, presenting more of a challenge and more benefits than those from simpler review
schemes.
Many of these organizational metrics are high-level, policy-driven, and focused on the
overall organization, its governance structures, primary mission, and the stability of the business
model. Yet a substantial number of metrics deal with the handling and curation of digital objects
that lend themselves well to automation using information technology. As previously mentioned,
these are typically the application of processes to aid data management and range from
automated metadata extraction from known file formats to the calculation and monitoring of
fixity information as data object move through the preservation workflows. Reagan Moore, with
the Data Intensive Cyber-Environments (DICE) group, investigated and documented which of
the ISO 16363 metrics can be automated, monitored, and controlled by utilizing policy-based
rule management with iRODS. He suggested that 140 preservation tasks can be managed with
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policy-based rules (Moore et al., 2015). Work performed during the DataNet Federation
Consortium project to develop a policy template and examples of policies demonstrate the value
of this approach. Current efforts have shown that is it possible to automate a large number of
tasks required for trusted digital repository status.
The objective of creating computer actionable policies for each task remains a viable
approach to preservation. Generic operations can simplify the implementation of
preservation tasks while policies can manipulate the multiple objects needed to execute
the preservation tasks. This makes it possible to automate preservation processes. (Moore
et al., 2015, p.8)
Templates and examples that can serve as models and real-world examples of these working
policies have been created (Chen et al., 2015a, 2015b). Currently these policies are implemented
as workflows of chained together micro-services. The iRODS Consortium (2018) has worked to
provide a sustainable open-source toolkit for data management and is being leveraged across the
world at institutions and corporations that have the resources to develop workflows that take
advantage of this technology. As greater numbers of organizations begin preparing for
trustworthy status, it will be beneficial to share automation techniques to make these audits as
efficient and effective as they can be with the understanding that this must be done in
conjunction with well-documented, higher-level organizational policies.
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CHAPTER 3: ANALYTICAL APPROACH AND METHODS
Methods Introduction
The primary purpose in applied qualitative research is to understand a real-world problem
better (Guest et al., 2013). This research seeks to understand the challenges faced by reviewers
who have recently performed CTS reviews. Creating policies and gathering evidence for these
applications have the potential to create stress and additional workloads for archivists. The
methods selected for this research provide practical insights into the review process and its
impact on the organizations by examining the perspectives of reviewers involved in these
reviews.
I am building upon my more than 20 years of work in a data archive focused on
information technology and preservation (Crabtree, 2013). My experiential foundation includes a
solid foothold into the information technology infrastructures required to maintain a leading
social science data archive (The Odum Institute, 2018b) as well as my transition to archive
manager and assistant director at The Odum Institute. Along the way, I have gathered
educational experiences designed to inform my decisions as archive manager and to propel
Odum into a leading role representing social science data archive communities. One of the most
informative ways an organization can learn about its policies and procedures is to participate in
self-audits. I have been involved in self-audits of the Odum archive on several occasions, ranging
from DRAMBORA (Digital Curation Centre and DigitalPreservationEurope, 2018) risk-based
assessments to TRAC (RLG/NARA Task Force on Digital Repository Certification, 2007) and
Data Seal of Approval (2018b) audit frameworks. My recent ISO 16363 auditor training (PTAB,
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2018) will serve as the grounding framework that pulls my experiences here at Odum together.
I understand that my experiential knowledge can help ground me in the topic (Guest et
al., 2013) while also introducing bias, which requires leveraging my knowledge effectively with
a clear understanding of this potential bias (Maxwell, 2013). An additional threat to the validity
of qualitative research is reactivity due to the researcher’s influence on the settings or
participants the research is examining (Maxwell, 2013). I sought to control for this reactivity by
understanding and utilizing my influence, not removing it, in order to use it productively
(Maxwell, 2013). I did this by leveraging the use of a positionality memo to remind myself
during the research process of this potential bias. Positionality refers to a researcher’s position in
relation to the topic of study, the participants, and the research context. An ongoing positionality
memo is a place for a researcher to track their assumptions of normality and help ensure that they
do not impose these assumptions onto the data. In other words, it is a type of corrective against
bias and contributes to a data-driven, rather than researcher-driven, approach (Maxwell, 2013). I
used this memo5 as an audit process and made new journal entries every 4 weeks, on average,
during the research project.
This research focuses on the perspective of the reviewers of CoreTrustSeal evidence. A
semi-structured interview instrument was developed and executed with reviewers to better
understand how they feel about the process and to discover any potential challenges they face.
The goal of this project was to understand the reviewer’s perspective and the review process as
well as to evaluate how these perspectives impact the evaluations.
Philosophical and Analytical Approach
To guide me in this research, I used the philosophical paradigm of pragmatism, which

5

See Appendix C.
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asserts that “truth may be interpreted in terms of the practical effects of what is believed and, in
particular, the usefulness of these effects” (Savin-Baden & Major, 2012, p.60). This stance fits
with my mission as assistant director here at Odum and with the objectives of typical projects I
have worked on over the years. I think this project fits well in the classical pragmatism
movement and is closely aligned with “the basic idea of this form of pragmatism is that the
meaning of conceptions should be sought in their practical applications” (Savin-Baden & Major,
2012, p.25).
In alignment with pragmatism, the analytical approach for the final analysis in this
project was guided by thematic analysis methods. Thematic analysis is an analytical approach
that moves beyond descriptive coding to identifying higher-level concepts or themes—namely,
categories that provide meaningful (and abstract) insights into participants’ values, beliefs, and
practices. Its advantages include its flexible use and the analytical freedom it provides
researchers across a range of data types (Nowell et al., 2017). It is a useful method for examining
different perspectives from research participants (Braun & Clarke, 2006). This analytical
approach fits well within the classical pragmatism philosophy with the goal to produce practical
results. The iterative process of discovering themes will result in a conceptual framework—
namely, a collection of condensed concepts that can be used by reviewers as well as archives.
The research workflow examined the evidence reviewers evaluate in an effort to
supplement topics for semi-structured interviews with selected reviewers to better understand
how they feel about the process and discover any potential challenges they faced. Although data
were collected on the certification evidence as presented in various repository CoreTrustSeal
applications, the goal of this project was to understand the reviewers’ perspectives and the
review process as a whole.
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Methods Overview
I conducted this research in three guiding stages. The first stage was designed to discover
unpredicted provisional codes (Saldaña, 2016) to be used in stages two and three. These codes
were developed by leveraging experiential knowledge in combination with a content analysis of
the approved applications. An important decision when performing qualitative research is the
choice of coding method. Saldaña (2016) broke down the various coding methods and defined
some foundational principles for coding decisions. He asserted that:
Some methodologists advise that your choice of coding method(s) and even a provisional
list of codes should be determined beforehand (deductive) to harmonize with your study’s
conceptual framework, paradigm, or research goals. But emergent, data-driven
(inductive) coding choices are also legitimate. (p. 75)
The work in stage one began with the identification of predefined codes based on the
researcher’s knowledge and document variables. These codes were combined with emergent
codes developed from a content analysis of CoreTrustSeal applications. This combination of
predefined codes and emergent codes enabled the potential for unanticipated codes to be
identified from the data during the first stage.
Moving into stage two, additional predefined codes and question topics designed for use
during the reviewers’ interviews were defined by leveraging my experiential knowledge. These
were combined with those topics generated in stage one and defined the final interview
instrument used to collect the data to investigate the research questions. The resulting interview
data were explored using a qualitative analysis thematic approach in stage three.
Initial Work and Tool Selection
To start the first stage, I gathered and analyzed the set of public CoreTrustSeal evidence
from approved applications posted on the public CoreTrustSeal website.6 On February 5, 2019,
6

www.coretrustseal.org
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there were 45 approved applications publicly available for review.7 The CoreTrustSeal
application consists of an overview of the repository and 16 comprehensive requirements.8
Figures 2 and 3 depict a typical requirement and supplied evidence from a single application.
Figure 2. Typical CoreTrustSeal requirement.

.

7

See Appendix A

8

See Appendix B
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Figure 3. Evidence required for CoreTrustSeal application.

Once submitted to CoreTrustSeal for review, these applications are assigned to two
anonymous reviewers who use the CoreTrustSeal guidelines to assign levels of compliance.
Before final approval, the CoreTrustSeal board reviews each application. I have observed how,
when the two auditors strongly disagree in their assessments, it can be confusing to the applicant.
The repositories represented within these applications are very diverse. They include 18
countries and 12 disciplines that reviewers will be asked to evaluate. These diversities could be a
source of variation across applications and reviewers’ evaluations could be influenced by this.
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The initial predefined codes (Figure 4) are based on these variables.9

Figure 4. Predefined codes

Codes for country, discipline, and number of evidence pages provided initiated the code
list for the stage one analysis. In many cases, materials need some predefined initial coding
(Saldaña, 2016) to structure the evaluation. The CTS applications are structured with
requirement sections labeled R0–R16. These sections were coded so comparisons across
applications could be made. In addition, the applications also have a section for reviewer
comments; these sections were initially coded as well. Another important predefined code
identifies the level of compliance each reviewer assigned the evidence.
Content analysis typically consists of four general steps. To begin the process, a
decontextualization of the material allows the researcher to become familiar with the data
(Bengtsson, 2016). Systematically reviewing and evaluating thousands of pages of
documentation and transcripts required a structured approach. To help build that structure, I

9

See Appendix A
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chose MAXQDA (n.d.), a content analysis and qualitative analysis software program for this
task. This software tool is self-described as follows by the developer:
MAXQDA helps you collect, organize, analyze, visualize and publish your data. It
supports various methodological frameworks, including grounded theory, literature
reviews, exploratory market research and qualitative content analyses, giving you
maximum flexibility to analyze what you want, the way you want.
MAXQDA allows a researcher to select portions of text in a document and assign various codes
to these sections. These codes can be compared and examined to detect overlaps or intersections
with other codes as well as variables assigned by the researcher. Codes are assigned manually by
highlighting sections of the text and assigning an existing or new code. MAXQDA also allows
for auto-coding of text with predefined codes. Researchers can perform lexical searches and
assign codes based on the results. Once these codes have been assigned, the software has
analysis tools that help compare and contrast codes. It examines the relationships the codes have
with the various documents, the document variables assigned by the researcher, and other codes.
Stage One Work
To structure the analysis in stage one with initial coding (Saldaña, 2016), the documents
were initially coded in MAXQDA to match repository evidence (Figure 5) with the
corresponding requirement.
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Figure 5. Evidence codes

Figure 6. Requirements code
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All sections of the documents were coded to identify the requirements they were intended
to satisfy. To accomplish this, I manually selected each block of evidence in all documents and
assigned the relevant codes, R0 through R16 (Figure 6), that correspond to their CoreTrustSeal
requirement. This manual process was required due to the variable length of content in each
section and proved faster than editing the applications individually. In addition, the sections of
the application that contain the reviewers’ comments and compliance levels were manually
assigned a code to identify where the reviewers are assigning compliance levels and if they have
any additional comments. These give structure for later comparisons across documents and
requirements as well as reviewer comments.
After assigning predefined codes and variables to the documents, I began the process of
discerning relevant topics by doing a close, attentive reading of the data and leveraged discourse
analysis (Mihas, 2019). In this process, language is analyzed to identify potential areas for
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further investigation. Automated techniques built into MAXQDA were used, where the text in
the collection of repository applications were machine read to create a high-frequency keyword
list to analyze why certain terms were so prevalent. This was performed using a minimum of
three letters per word and using typical stop lists to remove words that were not helpful. The stop
lists included conjunctions, prepositions, pronouns, and single letters. This list of word
occurrences was used to inform further coding of the data to identify similarities and differences
across evidence supplied by repositories.
Figure 7. Word Cloud

One of the powerful features in MAXQDA is called MAXDictio. It allows a researcher to
create custom word dictionaries that assign categories to different classes of words and then use
an automated coding technique to code large amounts of text faster. To leverage the MAXDictio
autocoding feature using the previously identified common word frequencies, I created
categories for those words. By reviewing the word frequency list, I clustered words and labeled
the potential clusters with higher-level concepts. These higher-level concepts were designed to
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group words by language categories. For example, when a person uses the word “required,” it
suggests an obligation; when a person uses the word “approved,” they are assigning judgment.
Language categories such as judgmental, organizational, obligatory, quantifying, certitude,
timescale, and actors were used. These codes (Figure 8) are designed to explore for potential
connections between applications that might identify topics to discuss with the reviewers during
later interviews. This type of language codes are leveraged in discourse analysis and are focused
on the language around an event and how it was used (Mihas, 2019). These categories address
how decisions are made and frame the evidence for the reviewer. Also included in the
applications are the comments of the individual reviewers for each requirement. These types of
language codes help investigate their comments for potential information to expand the
interviewers beyond initial predetermined questions and codes. During this iterative process, new
categories may evolve. These categories are developed in an inductive manner, where they come
from the language of the text.
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Figure 8. Judgment codes

I selected the top 100 words from the generated frequency list and placed them in the
category that most closely matched the use of the words. To help guide these decisions, I
leveraged two features of MAXQDA to follow the most inductive process possible. The first was
the Word Combinations feature, which looks at combinations of words across the documents. I
used the 3- to 5-word combinations and, as previously done with frequency analysis, used the
typical stop lists to remove words that were not useful. These word combinations helped show
how the common words were used together by the applicants. I used these word combinations
for a search in the second feature of MAXQDA, the Interactive Word Tree.
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Figure 9. Word tree example

These word trees (Figure 9) allow the researcher to browse selected word combinations
and see how they are connected in the text. By reviewing these trees, I was able to decide to
which category each word belonged. Once I had a defined dictionary with the common words
categorized, the next step was to use the Autocode with Dictionary feature in MAXQDA to
autocode the words and the surrounding sentences. The codes assigned to categories associated
with the words in the dictionary were automatically used. This autocoding process has identified
more than 36,000 code segments to be used by tools to consolidate them into more usable
categories later. This is the point where Bengtsson (2016) suggested the second step of
recontextualization, where the researcher reviews the documents to ensure that all aspects have
been covered in the coding approach. This requires a close attentive reading and review of the
coded text. I used the MAXQDA document browser looking for gaps in the code coverage as
well as leveraging the document comparison charts in MAXQDA. This close review of the
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applications shows that very good coverage exists, so the data are ready to begin the third step of
categorization and the final step of compilation and continued discovery analysis.
The MAXQDA code matrix tool was used for the analysis by visualizing the frequency
of codes across the evidence documents, potentially suggesting critical similarities and
differences (Figure 10). Figure 10 provides a sample on five documents. This process was
performed on the entire collection to help explore the documents and related codes.
Figure 10. Code matrix example

To further identify similarities between applications, complex code queries were used to
discover intersections and overlap across codes. To demonstrate this method, Figure 11 shows
how the overlap of reviewers’ comments and certitude language codes identify areas where
reviewers used this language. This is a good example of an unexpected category that was helpful
in shaping the stage two interviews. In this example, reviewers’ comment codes overlap with
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certitude language, suggesting that the reviewers requested something or had hesitations in the
application. A closer look at the comments showed that some reviewers approved the
applications, but with certain expectations noted for any future renewals of the certification.
Provisional codes related to this example were created in stage two of the research, and new
related questions were incorporated into the interview instrument. This code will be relevant,
especially in RQ2 investigations into the perceived role of the reviewer.

In addition to the qualitative tools available in MAXQDA described thus far, I employed
a mixed methods approach by running cross-tabulations across documents’ predefined variables
identified earlier in this stage. Figure 12 presents an example of differences that were shown
Figure 11. Code intersections
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between disciplines of social science and geoscience. This is another example that will help in
the second stage of interview instrument development. Differences between disciplines were
anticipated, and the use of this predefined variable illustrates some differences. During a review
of the documents, it became evident that some applications were more detailed than others, but
none of the predetermined codes seemed to identify a pattern. This is another area in which
reviewers’ perspectives can be examined for more information.
Figure 12. Disciplinary differences

The goal of stage one was to provide some potential unexpected categories to supplement
my existing knowledge and perspective on the review process. One concept was identified that
helped redefine and shape RQ2 as well as contribute an additional set of questions to the
interview instrument. Some reviewers used language that included future expectations for
applicants. This concept led me to think about the role the reviewers view themselves as playing
in the process. Conversations with colleagues further convinced me that part of this research
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should investigate the perceived role with which reviewers identify while performing the
reviews. The only other topic that emerged was the variation in detail across applications.
Overall, the process was informative and allowed me to think more inductively about the
applications. Although it did not radically change my concept or approach for the interview
design, I think it was a valuable exercise and did provide information to refine my research and
supplement knowledge needed in the design of the interview instrument.
Stage Two Work
The second stage of the project utilized the previous content analysis from stage one
combined with my experiential knowledge as both a digital curator and a CoreTrustSeal reviewer
to develop an interview instrument. This instrument was utilized in gathering the perspectives of
various reviewers of CoreTrustSeal applications. My background and experience performing
CoreTrustSeal reviews as well as current conversations and challenges faced by the
CoreTrustSeal board were leveraged in the interview instrument design, but used in combination
with the previous analysis of the applications for a hybrid approach. The concept of this hybrid
design helped address potential challenges while developing the instrument. The primary reason
was to help prevent bias from my experiential knowledge. I sought to control this by utilizing my
influence and knowledge productively (Maxwell, 2013). This was demonstrated by assisting
with interview instrument creation using inductive techniques in stage one, which helped prevent
all questions coming directly from the researcher’s preconceptions.
Study Population and Participant Selection
My study population was those reviewers who had performed CoreTrustSeal audits since
the merger of the DSA and the WDS. I am personally very active in the archive and repository
preservation community and utilized a social based recruiting technique (Guest et al., 2013) to
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gather a maximum variation sample (Maxwell, 2013). Maximum variation in the subject’s
background related to education, training, discipline, and work experiences was considered. To
operationalize this, I identified 37 reviewers who were currently participating in the CTS review
process.10 An online background analysis of these reviewers was performed to identify five
characteristics to use in this research: the country and discipline they represent as well as
educational background, current position held, and if they held a formal archive degree. Three
primary categories for their current positions were designed to standardize the position groups.
The three groups were administrative roles, archivist roles, and technologist roles. For this study
technologists are defined as those reviewers with educational degrees in computer science or
held positions that manage technological systems. Archivists are defined as those reviewers that
hold degrees in information and library science. Administrators hold positions managing
organizations and help define policy for their organizations.
Thirteen initial participants were selected in this purposive of judgment sample (Kelly,
2010; “Purposive Sample,” 2008), with design and thought toward what each of them may bring
to the process.11 Based on reviewers’ professional, educational, and technical backgrounds, a
diverse group was selected for initial interviews. The use of these various diverse sources
provided triangulation to help in the validity testing of the results (Fielding & Fielding, 1986;
Maxwell, 2013).
As CoreTrustSeal reviewers are not identified to the repository under review, I am
required to maintain the anonymity of the subjects to protect that process and did not seek to
identify which reviewers were assigned to each application. No linkages between these will be

10

See Appendix D

11

See highlighted selections in Appendix D
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constructed and any information provided in the interviews that could identify the applications
reviewed was redacted.
Design of Instrument
The interviews with reviewers utilized in-depth semi-structured interviews (Seidman,
2013; Stake, 1995) to understand each perspective completely enough to identify uniqueness
between them (Guest et al., 2013). This open-ended approach provided a conversational look and
feel for the instrument (Guest et al., 2013). The semi-structured approach used a set of defined
questions as an instrument, but it must be used with caution to allow participants enough
freedom to introduce new topics into the interview and the researcher to discover more using an
inductive approach. This is a very common interview design and typically has six to 12
questions, with the possibility that each question could have up to four sub-questions (Rowley,
2012). The key to this approach is the flexibility during the interview to probe deeper to ensure
that the main questions were covered sufficiently (Rowley, 2012). What makes the design of this
interview instrument unique was the use of the stage one content analysis of the CoreTrustSeal
applications to help shape the questions. As previously noted, some question topics had already
evolved during exploratory analysis.
My experience and position on the CTS board gave me a unique perspective that I could
leverage in developing both the interview questions and the predetermined provisional codes
(Saldaña, 2016). These provisional codes built the initial code base, but with the understanding
that they would expand to more categories during the interview process. Some researchers start
with as few as five to six codes while others recommend 12–60 codes (Saldaña, 2016). I
identified 15 provisional codes (Figure 13) in addition to the 20 initial codes. These were
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described in the first draft of a codebook.12 These codes were primarily designed to help identify
differences in reviewers’ perspectives needed to investigate RQ1 but were also valuable in
understanding any potential variations in perspectives on their roles in the process for RQ2.
These codes were generally divided into two groups. The first helped confirm the background
research on the reviewers’ educational and professional training. The second was used to look
for levels of importance on topics like technology, administrative policy, and curation
workflows.

12

See Appendix F
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Figure 13. Provisional codes

Three codes were included to help investigate RQ2 and the role of the reviewers. These were
added after stage one work identified this as another area of interest. These provisional codes
were used to begin the evaluation of the interviews and were expanded as new topics, as seen in
the interview transcripts later.
The design of the semi-structured interview instrument was broken into six sections.13
The first is the introduction designed to get permission to record the interview as well as inform

13

See Appendix E
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the participant of any review board protocols. The second section was designed to help clarify
reviewers’ background information. All efforts were made to describe and place the reviewers in
the correct category of technologist/archivist/administrator, but some information was not
available online and in many cases the decision was not so simple. Two questions targeting this
information were used to validate the choice of category for each person.
The third section began with questions targeted at generating a conversation around the
review process and making the reviewers feel comfortable. They also helped determine if any
similarities or differences in perspectives emerged that could impact their evaluations. Questions
that identified participants’ views on strengths and weaknesses of CTS as well as any challenges
they faced were also included in this section. The next section of questions examined the
reviewers’ perspectives on the importance of various requirements. As reviewers cannot be
asked specific questions about individual applications due to privacy reasons, these questions
focused on describing and ranking evidence categories. Reviewers were asked to rank their top
three requirements and explain why they though these were the most important. In addition, they
were asked to describe the most critical components of these requirements. The intent was that
differences could emerge between reviewers that could be based on various differences in their
backgrounds or perspectives.
The fifth section of the interview instrument was designed to focus on RQ2 and the topics
identified during the stage one work. These questions investigated how the reviewers saw
themselves in the CTS process. Did they see themselves as an auditor, formal reviewer, or peerto-peer helper? Did they see themselves as working for the CTS board or for the repository?
Probing techniques were used to further identify any topics that should emerge from this line of
questions. In addition, this section included a question that sought to identify any differences in
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detail they may have noticed across the applications they reviewed. The final section included
additional open-ended questions to probe for advice for future applicants and potential changes
to the CTS requirements. These were examined to help identify any differences in perspectives
that could be used to explore RQ1.
Interview Procedures
The interview instrument was tested on three pilot subjects (Kelly, 2010) to adjust for
timing and the exploration of potential issues with the instrument as well as the multiple
technologies that would be used to record the interviews. The interviews were recorded in three
fashions for future coding and analysis to ensure complete redundancy. The first was a standard
digital recorder, which provided a reliable and solid base for future annotation and coding of the
interviews. The interview process was designed to utilize our most basic mode of inquiry
(Seidman, 2013). I was listening for and probing into the processes and procedures used in the
audit performance in the hopes that others could leverage the sharing of these experiences in the
community. The second method used a Livescribe (2018) smartpen that recorded the interview
and linked any interviewer’s written notes to the recorded conversation. I also used the
MAXQDA App to record the interviews on my iPhone for transmission to MAXQDA for
analysis.
These three techniques provided redundancy as well as added unique insights into the
interaction between participants and the interviewer. As I had identified some categories during
the first stage of the project, I noted such categories during the participants’ responses when they
described that part of the conversation. A challenge for me personally was directing the
conversation. One of the attributes of a good interviewer is knowing when and how to probe and
direct the interview. Seidman (2013) concluded that “listening is the most important skill in
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interviewing,” which is demonstrated more bluntly in the section entitled “Listen More, Talk
Less” (p. 81). The goal is to utilize just enough probing to get inside that inner voice of the
participant (Seidman, 2013). During the interviews, I took care to ensure that the topics were
sufficiently covered, and that bias did not cause issues.
Allowing the participants to talk freely about the topic while being guided by the process
required me to concentrate during the process and leverage techniques that ask additional
questions when responses were not clear (e.g., Tell me more about that; Why did you feel that
way?; Seidman, 2013). I avoided leading questions during the interview and was careful not to
interrupt when following up. Understanding that interviewers and participants in a qualitative
interview are never equal (Seidman, 2013), I paid close attention to a number of social and
demographic constructs that can cause bias (Rowley, 2012; Seidman, 2013).
Determining the End of the Interview Process
Two criteria are used to determine when a researcher has enough interviews, and the
interview process has ended. The first is sufficiency (Seidman, 2013). There needs to be enough
coverage to reflect the range of participants that make up the population. The use of maximum
variation in the purposeful sample (Rowley, 2012), as previously discussed, helps with this
aspect. The other criterion is saturation, which is a point where the researcher is not learning
anything new (Seidman, 2013). Research has shown that nonprobabilistic samples utilizing semistructured interview instruments achieved thematic saturation data after 12 interviews (Guest et
al., 2013). The more structured the instrument is, the faster saturation occurs. But this is typically
a guide, and other articles have suggested looking for saturation after 10 interviews and
continuing the interviews until it is achieved (Galvin, 2015; Hagaman & Wutich, 2017).
After each interview, I transcribed and coded it in MAXQDA based on the predetermined
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provisional codes identified prior to the interviews as well as emerging codes identified during
the interview and transcription process. The interviews were continuously coded after each
interview and reviewed using the thematic analysis techniques that will be described next, in
stage three. Sometimes two or three interviews were done on the same day. In these cases, the
coding was done at the same time after they all were transcribed. When informational
redundancy emerged in the interviews, it signaled a potential end to the process.
Stage Three Work
The third stage of this research used a thematic qualitative analysis approach to not only
determine the similarities and differences in the CoreTrustSeal reviewers’ perspectives, but also
to identify the themes (Rowley, 2012) in the interviews and conceptualize them. The goal was to
provide a description of the identified themes as well as name those themes and use them to
build a conceptual framework of the materials. The thematic analysis process is iterative.
Themes are identified in the transcripts and then coded and compared to identify commonalities,
which often identifies new combined themes (Castleberry & Nolen, 2018). This comparison
between the participants informs the final output, with the goal of better understanding potential
subjective differences between the respondents.
In the first phase, the researcher builds a familiarization with the documents (Nowell et
al., 2017). Nowell et al. explained that it is best to follow guidelines to make the thematic
analysis more trustworthy. I reviewed each of the transcribed interviews for completeness and
then checked for errors against the recorded interview. I also read the transcripts again to become
more familiar with the content. After gaining an overarching perspective on the materials, coding
the thematic analysis continued (Maxwell, 2013) to identify connections and links between the
unique perspectives. This concurred with Nowell et al.’s ( 2017) six-phase approach to trusted
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thematic analyses. The adapted step-by-step approach I used follows that concept and includes:
Phase 1: Familiarize yourself with your data
Phase 2: Generate initial codes
Phase 3: Search for themes
Phase 4: Review content for potential themes
Phase 5: Define and name themes
Phase 6: Produce the report
During phase 2, my plan was to identify the initial codes from the data in the transcripts
and create specific code boundaries to enhance the existing codebook to ensure a consistent
approach (Braun & Clarke, 2006). This code framework describes how codes were assigned
along with a clear audit trail to provide a consistent result. A defined codebook for the codes was
also used to help with a clear audit trail. The codebook—a list of codes with their definitions—
helps ensure that codes are adequately described and systematically applied. Codes were applied
to the text using the autocoding features of MAXQDA as well as any manual coding as needed.
Once the data had been coded, the discovery of themes in phase 3 was the next primary
task. DeSantis and Ugarriza ( 2000), who write in the nursing field, described themes as follows:
A theme is an abstract entity that brings meaning and identity to a recurrent experience
and its variant manifestations. As such, a theme captures and unifies the nature or basis of
the experience into a meaningful whole. (p. 362)
Leveraging the MAXQDA tools such as advanced code search, code matrix browsers, and word
trees, which were described earlier, I sought to identify themes and combinations of codes that
lead to new themes (Castleberry & Nolen, 2018). This iterative process continued until saturation
was achieved.
Upon saturation, phase 4 began by looking to check for areas missed by the earlier
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thematic analysis. By looking at code patterns and code combinations in the MAXQDA
application, I sought to identify more themes that were potentially missed in phase 3. This
review checked for accuracy as well as demonstrated saturation of the themes to ensure they had
proper coverage. Often during this process it becomes clear that some potential themes do not
have enough data for them to be useful, so those can be collapsed during this process (Nowell et
al., 2017). This quality assurance step helped make the analysis more trustworthy.
During phase 5, I reviewed the themes that had emerged, named or renamed them
appropriately, and identified their relevance for the study’s objectives (Braun & Clarke, 2006). I
used this naming and renaming of the themes process to help move from description to concepts.
This iterative process sometimes required new themes or the collapse of multiple themes into
new single themes.
The final phase began once all the themes in the transcripts were identified and named
and when representative quotations within each theme were reviewed to ensure that the themes
made collective sense. This is where the conceptual framework was identified and described.
Once the themes converged around a story, the analysis built the final conceptual framework,
and the summary could be written in this final phase. The themes were tied to direct quotes from
the participants and the applications reviewed to better tell the story.
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CHAPTER 4: RESEARCH RESULTS
The results are organized into three main topic areas. The first section discusses reviewers’
perspectives. Each participant was asked to describe their perspective and the category with
which they felt it was best associated. This first section discusses how these descriptions
compare to the initial selection criteria used to place them in the group of reviewers to be
interviewed. The second section compares interview responses across these perspectives to
identify any differences. The section focuses on determining if the subjective responses to the
presented evidence varied across the different categories of perspectives. The final section
describes reviewers’ perspectives on the CoreTrustSeal processes and examines their opinions as
to the CTS’s strengths and challenges.
The reviewers’ quotations and viewpoints gathered from the interviews are presented
using the following standards:
•

Square brackets [ ] are used when I supply information that is not in the original
words of the reviewers. For example, if a reviewer used the CTS requirement number
in the sentence to refer to a review criterion for example “R1 for Mission Statement,”
I might replace that with “[Mission Statement]” to enhance readers’ understanding.

•

Ellipses (…) indicate that I have taken out sentences from the original interviews.

•

(pause) indicates a pause.

To protect the confidentiality of the reviewers and ensure the integrity of the CTS
process, the respondents were assigned anonymous identifiers ranging from 13 to 25. Initial
instrument testing and various recording equipment tested leveraged identifiers 1–12, so 13
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became the first valid interview. These will be utilized to identify the source of the quotations
included in the results. In addition, the repositories and organizations mentioned by the reviewers
as well as any other identifying information were anonymized to ensure confidentiality in the
study.
Reviewers’ Perspectives and Perceived Roles
In total 13 interviews were conducted with individuals who had previously been involved
in CTS application reviews. These interviews were all performed in person at various locations
around the world. The goal of the sample was to have a balance in perspectives. Reviewers were
asked to self-identify as to which perspective best described them. Seven of the 13 reviewers
self-identified as expected based upon the public information found in their curriculum vitae or
on published websites (see Table 1).
Table 1
Reviewers’ Perspectives Data

In some cases, reviewers were confident in the decision, as with reviewer 13, who said,
“I’m absolutely an admin.” For other reviewers, this was a hard decision. In some cases, they
could not make the choice. They preferred to rank the categories in order they apply to them the
most.
I think I'm doing more admin work than anything else. And I would say administrator
first, uh (pause), technology may be second and archive is third, but again, I don't have
any formal [archive training]. (19)
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So I'm not a developer, but I, (pause) there is definitely a big focus on technology. And
so (pause) I'd put (pause) I'd probably put technology over archivist and administration.
(16)
In some cases, the interviewees used hedging language that indicated it was not an easy decision,
such as 15, who said, “probably technologist.”
Many times, the reviewers felt they had several perspectives. All but four of the
reviewers mentioned other perspectives or identified with more than one of the three choices.
Two reviewers felt they filled all three roles. In only one situation was the anticipated
perspective not correctly predicted, and the reviewers did not mention the anticipated perspective
as being a function they performed. The final number of reviewers that self-identified as
administrators was slightly higher than the other two categories, but given the difficulty some
had in selecting a primary category and the balance in the resulting responses, this did not affect
the ability to achieve convergence in the themes as predicted.
The perspective different reviewers gained from their various educational, training, and
work experiences had the potential to impact the subjective review of evidence. But does the role
these reviewers perceive they serve in this process also potentially affect this review of
evidence? Each reviewer was asked if they felt they were acting as peer reviewers trying to help
the applicants or auditors that would only judge and not aim to assist the applicant achieve the
seal. In addition, they were asked whether they felt they worked for the CTS board, the
repository as a customer, or the research community in general. All but one reviewer felt they
were acting as a peer reviewer (Figure 14).
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Figure 14. Reviewer self-identified role

Even the one reviewer who felt they were an auditor also thought they could be a peer reviewer
with no conflict. On several occasions, the feeling of helping a peer organization was expressed.
Reviewer 22 felt the role was similar to reviewing articles:
My feeling is I'm really helping them to improve, which is similar to when I'm reviewing
a paper for publication. My hope is that through my review the archive will go back and
say, you know, we need to pay attention to this part. Maybe we need a procedure here.
The concept of helping a peer was strong and is a good sign as the CTS business model is built
around peers helping in the review process as volunteers. But as reviewer 25 noted, we also need
to uphold the standard:
I'm trying to help the peer because I think I already said that with all of this work, you
know, I do it because I believe in the greater good of it all. And, but there is also, um, a
reputation of, um, standards to take care of and that is the, the kind of balance that we
need to find.
This role of guiding the applicant is also seen in the suggestion for future improvements during
the next regularly scheduled review. In the experience of reviewer 24, they “certainly have
written things along the lines of yeah, this is okay, but in future you might like to (pause).” Even
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when not expressed as a category, the concept of improving the research community was
identified with. Reviewer 15 mentioned that they “usually … tried to look at it with, from the
perspective of the research community.” Reviewer 16 felt strongly that our goal was to better the
research community:
Yeah, I would definitely say [we are working for] the research community at large and
(pause) what the repository that's applying is doing, I mean they are trying to improve the
services or the quality of what they offer. (pause) because ideally, I mean they want to
support research, reproducible research the community. So, I think that's what we're
doing it for.
The concept of a need to balance the peer review role with the more formal audit concepts was
also mentioned. One reviewer pointed out that the goal should be clear communications of why
the requirements are there:
It's all about clearly communicating. I think that both parties understand each other, you
know, the researchers have certain needs, but also the repository has certain needs from a
technical perspective. And they don't often speak the same language. So that is it. It's
also a matter of being able to explain why these things are necessary and why certain, for
example, file formats might be better suited for long term preservation. (15)
The balance of perspectives by participants in the study was as expected, which provided
the perspectives of administrators, archivists, and technologists that were needed to evaluate the
potential subjective impact on reviews. Many of the reviewers felt they had several perspectives
and could potentially see themselves as more than one of these perspectives. The most identified
category was administrator. Although not investigated in this study, it could be that the seniority
of the reviewers impacted this perspective. Almost all of the reviewers were senior members of
the community, and many were also CTS board members.
The CoreTrustSeal and many organizations that perform repository evaluations in general
are relatively new. These organizations are often formed by leaders in the digital preservation
community and typically include senior repository managers. This resulted in the majority of
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CoreTrustSeal reviewers having lots of experience, and they often either served on the
CoreTrustSeal Board or were senior members of their home organizations. This study was
limited to reviewers who had performed review of CoreTrustSeal applications. The total
population to select from was limited to 23 reviewers due to the fact that a reduced number of
CoreTrustSeal applications had been reviewed. As of this writing, many of these potential
reviewers are senior members of the community and often have experience as administrators in
addition to their original training and education. This was shown by the fact that many reviewers
felt they had more than one perspective and selected more than one category.
This is subject to change as the number of organizations that achieve the CoreTrustSeal
provide additional peer reviewers. The number of successful CoreTrustSeal applications doubled
since the beginning of this research, and many more reviewers had become active in this
community. If this trend continues, the potential for more reviewers with less experience will
increase and could potentially impact the subjective review of applications.
In contrast, almost all reviewers who participated in this study felt they served the role of
a peer reviewer. Too few people in the sample felt that they worked for the CTS board or were
official auditors to make a strong observation of this role. As the CTS standard is driving and
supported by a group of peer repositories, this is not a negative result.
Exploring Potential Impacts on Evidence Review
CoreTrustSeal applications are evaluated based on 17 requirements labeled R0–R16
(CoreTrustSeal, 2017b). These are grouped into three general categories of requirements that
consist of organizational infrastructure, digital object management, and technology. To set the
context for the review, the R0 requirement gives an overview of the repository, defines the
designated community, describes the level of curation performed, and identifies any external
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partners in the workflows. The three categories roughly align with principles and activities with
which administrators, archivists, and technologists are often tasked as demonstrated in OAIS. In
the organizational infrastructure category are requirements that describe the repository’s mission
statement, license management, continuity of access plans, ethics statements, staffing levels, and
training plans. The digital object management section describes the plans for appraisal, digital
object storage, preservation, data quality controls, curation workflows, and data discovery. As
expected, the technology category evaluates the various technical specification and security plans
provided by the repository under review.
Most Important Evidence
Reviewers were asked to identify the elements of the required evidence that they felt
were most important. The codes identified during the analysis align with the CTS requirements
to aid in identifying the potential impact of reviewers’ perspectives on the review of this
evidence. In addition to the direct questioning of the reviewer in these areas, notations were
made each time a reviewer mentioned the importance of a category. The summation of these
combined references to various categories was leveraged to identify the level of importance
reviewers perceived for these types of evidence. The category that received the most references
or selections was the repository overview and context. On several occasions, the reviewers felt it
was the most critical component. Reviewer 13 felt it was critical:
unless an organization answers the contextual part, well then, the rest of the application is
almost pointless ... Understanding what it is that repository is trying to achieve and for
whom is absolutely vital. So, this is a difficulty that the reviewers have faced always and
it's a difficulty that that means that absolutely the repositories have to answer that section.
Reviewer 16 concurred, mentioning that curation “is one of the most important [requirements]
simply because ... without the information I can't, I just (pause), I can't review the application
because I don't have the background information.”
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Throughout the interviews, reviewers mentioned the importance of this requirement 20
times (Table 2). Although the identified technologists did mention this category fewer times, it
was relatively evenly mentioned across the groups.

Table 2
Most Important Requirements

The category mentioned the second most often was the preservation of data. This was
discussed 15 times during our conversations and was also very evenly distributed across the
identified groups. Some reviewers ranked a couple of priorities in response to this question.
Reviewer 21 felt that the most important category was the “preservation plan (pause),” but then
also mentioned that the “repositories context and designated community” were the second most
important. Reviewer 19 had the same perspective. They thought that the most important
“requirement is the preservation plan [inaudible] and [repository context and designated
community discussion] for [them] also is a key [requirement] because it really is synthesis of
many things ….” Reviewer 19 self-identified as an administrator, and reviewer 21 identified as a
technologist, yet they held the same views on the most important requirements.
The category of curation workflows was ranked as the third most discussed requirement
and was also discussed by all groups evenly. Although mentioned by several reviewers, only one
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reviewer felt the single most important requirement was curation workflow evidence. For them,
the primary evidence that was most important was “the data curation workflows, … (pause), the
level of curation has [to be described]” (24). Reviewer 24 self-identified as a technologist but
also had formal archival training and their anticipated perspective was as an archivist. As they
had formal archival training, it is not surprising that they valued the curation workflow.
Those reviewers who discussed the repository context as being the most important were
often concerned about maintaining consistency (Figure 15) in the review as the CoreTrustSeal
increases in popularity and the number of reviews increases. They also valued the present
evidence being publicly available for the designated community to review. Transparency during
the peer review process is important to this community.
Figure 15. Code co-occurrence model for repository overview

Several reviewers noted that reviewer perspective has the potential to impact the
subjective review of the presented evidence, which was the original hypothesis in this study.
Some reviewers shared the concern that it could impact the consistency of reviews moving
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forward as a larger number of reviewers are utilized as CTS performs more reviews (Figure 16).

Figure 16. Code co-occurrence model notice of perspective influence

The business model of the CoreTrustSeal depends on volunteer reviewers from approved
repositories to review their peers. This transparent peer review process is important to the
community. It is not surprising that participants mentioned this influence while answering
questions about both their own perspective and their views on presented evidence. Many of these
questions in combination would lead participants to think about this impact. Reviewer 13 had a
particularly important perspective on this topic:
I think human nature says that we, (pause) we will judge, and we will maybe judge in a
quite strong way based upon our biases. And that's something that we need to try and
obviously stop. But I think people, I hope, I always hope that who are interested in being
a reviewer do it partly because they have an interest in learning more themselves and how
things might help their own repository and their own experiences, but also that they have
the opportunity to help others.
Reviewer 25 mentioned the subjective nature of the reviews but also noted that this is
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unavoidable and doubted that these reviews could be automated:
It's in a way it's subjective and you can see that because we come to other conclusions
based on the same materials. So that's why I also struggle with that we can ever, (pause)
ever make this [a] machine process.
It is important that reviewers understand their biases during the review process. This is
encouraging because the first step in controlling the consistency of reviews could be the
understanding of these biases based on perspective.
Best Forms of Evidence
When reviewers were asked what the best kinds of evidence were, there was strong
agreement. They would like to see published evidence that is viewable to the public. The
CoreTrustSeal application requires a summary of the repository’s policies in English for the
application, but typically these summaries reference external policy documents that may not be
public or in English.
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Figure 17. Best kind of evidence

During the interviews, all but one reviewer mentioned the need for public evidence
(Figure 17) as being very important. Reviewer 13 stated that it is often the first thing they look
for: “Well, I mean the first thing you look for is do they have they included a URL?” The
concept of having well-documented, publicly available policies was also noted by Reviewer 19
as a sign the repository is well organized and that it takes a structured approach to the
preservation of the digital objects it is entrusted to preserve:
What I like is a clear summary in the application. Not too many details and links to public
documents available on the repository website, not wiki hidden in somewhere that only
they can access. I really like that's what we call public evidence, right? Anyway, so yeah,
formalized documents I think really is a sign of structured approach to organizing your
repository. If you have those documents really referenced, labeled made available on the
website, even if it's not a document in the sense of a document, if it's a website within
page, I mean html pages work fine for me. As long as everything is public documented
and your users can see it, access it, understand what you're doing.
Reviewer 17 mentioned that “actually the form is not [important], if it's like a, a pdf or
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whatever, it doesn't really matter to [them], but [they] think it's really important also that it's
publicly available.” According to Reviewer 15, “there's a large emphasis on [evidence] being
public. So, [reviewers] think that it’s also important that [the repository] have at least some
general documentation and some specific documentation on [evidence] like preservation policy
has on publicly available [sites].” The form of this evidence can vary, but it is very clear that
reviewers want to see these posted in public places.
Advice to New Applicants
When new repositories embark on the process of becoming certified using any standard,
the task can be demanding. CoreTrustSeal utilizes a simplified peer review process that leverages
17 broad categories. This method does reduce the requirements, but sometimes describing a
system as complex as digital archiving in broad, yet concise terms can be challenging. The
reviewers collectively provided some advice during these interviews. Several reviewers provided
suggestions similar to other responses, yet even the less frequently discussed suggestions can
provide valuable advice to new applicants.
One of the more obvious strategies that is often overlooked by new applicants is the
review of applications that have been previously approved (Table 3). Once approved, all
applications are published for the community to review on the CTS website. It sounds simple,
but it is effective and, as Reviewer 26 mentions, a new applicant should seek “to find a similar
institution that has the CoreTrustSeal and to read their application.” It does help to look for an
approved repository that has a similar designated community or content type. As Reviewer 16
suggested, the new applicant can always ask the CTS leadership to suggest an exemplar
application that is similar to use:
Well, first of all, … have a look at the published applications out there. Maybe ask
[CTS] before [you start] is there … some applications … in my domain that you would
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recommend we can look at before we apply?

Table 3
Advice for New Applicants

Several reviewers talked about the need for an organization to include a wide-ranging
group of people in the process and to be as inclusive as possible. This clearly requires
administrative buy-in to get the resources needed to submit the application. Reviewer 17
explicitly mentioned that the process would be long and hard without full buy-in from the
organization:
I [feel], approval or a high level buy in from. Yeah. Because … you need a lot of
different people and … if you are not supported from, from top down, uh, will be very
difficult for you … to get because it's quite a long process.
To prevent this process from missing a critical input, Reviewer 25 suggested having a meeting at
the repository to get organized.
My advice that I always give to people who come to me is, um, that I say, what do you
need to do is organize an afternoon at your repository. So, there needs to be someone who
is driving this process, um, or [go to] person. So you take that list of [CTS] requirements,
you go through them and for each requirements you think, Oh, this is something for
[Person A] or for [Person B] in your own institution you said you inform those people,
you give them the requirement that is um, closely [related] to their job, ask them to fill
out right from the top of their heads what they would answer if they were asked. And
then you sit together for a day or an afternoon with all of those people in the room and
you tried to assess where you are.
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This process quickly gets a draft on paper and identifies holes in the application that point to the
need for additional documented policies or plans. Several reviewers also mentioned the need for
evidence to be concise. Reviewer 15 thought that evidence “should be substantial, but
sometimes, you know, being a bit more concise makes sense. It makes it a lot better.” Reviewer
22 felt strongly that the applications needed to be concise:
The most important advice is to be concise. I think, you know, say, I mean if you really
are meeting a requirement, you should be able to say, uh, in a nutshell how you're
meeting that requirement and then you can expand on it maybe, but, uh, uh, you know,
some really brief statement should be able to say it and then, um, uh, I don't think there's
a need to go on and on for pages.
Some of the suggestions were not mentioned by a large number of participants but are
still important to include in future information produced to help new applicants. One of those
suggestions was to read the CTS Extended Guidance before starting. This is an often-overlooked
document that provides guidance for both applicants and reviewers alike. This simple suggestion
would help allow new applicants understand the requirements and get an idea for what a
reviewer will be looking for.
Reviewers’ Challenges and Perspectives on the CTS Process
Reviewers were also asked to talk about the challenges they face while doing reviews as
well as any concerns they had with the CTS process. The goal was to help provide input to the
CTS community and governance structure to better enable a sustainable model for CTS reviews.
The CTS community is growing rapidly and adding new reviewers each month. The timing of
this study early in the life of CTS provided a relatively small population of reviewers that had
performed reviews against the standard. The sample also included some of the original members
developing the standard and several reviewers with many years of experience managing
repositories. New applicants and future reviewers have much to learn from this dedicated group
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of experienced reviewers.
Biggest Challenge for Reviewers
Reviewers were asked to speak about their biggest personal challenges while performing
reviews (Table 4). Some responses were similar and provided some insights into issues future
reviewers could face. One challenge was the translation of documents from their source language
to a summary in English, as required by the application.

Table 4
Biggest Challenges for Reviewers

Evidence provided in CTS applications must be in English, but most often the person or persons
filling out the application are not native English speakers. Even with innovative tools used by
translators (e.g., Google), the meaning of some words in many languages are not easily translated
directly into English. Reviewer 19 summarized this issue well:
Another thing I think I struggle with is sometimes when applications, so this is the
language problem, I guess when applications are written in poor language and call it poor
English because we accept applications that only in English. … I recognize not being a
native English speaker, that this is not an easy thing to do. Um, people sometimes provide
you with evidence that's not in English, so you have to run a Google translate, whatever
to try and get the gist of what everyone is trying to communicate to you as a reviewer.
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Reviewer 24 realized that:
if English isn't someone's first language then when reviewing those reviews … probably
the extra work I have to do to understand them is probably nothing compared to the work
that they have to do to actually express what they wanted … in a second language.
Because I think nuance is everything.
So, this challenge is not only faced by the reviewer, but also the repository if their native
language is not English. As Reviewer 26 noted, “Most of the applicants aren’t English born, so
to say. … it’s always difficult.” Applicants can utilize translators (both human and
computerized), but technical specifications are often challenging to translate. This has the
potential to be misleading at times.
Other challenges faced by reviewers range from the significant time it takes to perform
these reviews at an appropriate granularity to the attention to detail required to review external
references (documents such as mission statements) that are often not in English. For reviewers to
understand, they need to pay close attention to details; this is critical for a peer review process to
succeed over time as more diverse reviewers are added to the pool of potential reviewers.
Reviewer 16 understood this, stating:
For me personally, as a reviewer I do … need to be very, very disciplined …, um, I have
to discipline myself so that I make sure that I really go through the application step-bystep and don't miss anything. So, I have to remind myself really to every time. So, every
time I do a review, basically I go back, look at the, the requirements, I read, the text, I
read the extended guidance … so just to make sure I don't forget anything. So, it's, you
know, for me it's something, I mean it's, it's not, it's not a challenge, but something that I
have to, as a reviewer, make sure I do because I think that that would help. That helps the
quality of the review.
This type of dedication to detail will help keep the CTS sustainable and aid in the consistency of
reviews, but it also increases the time needed to complete each review. Indeed, it is easy to
underestimate the impact of this on the volunteer workforce needed to perform the reviews.
Reviewer 19 pointed out that it is “not stressful, but at the same time difficult to fit in because it's
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voluntary work, sometimes quite challenging to fit that into your schedule.”
Strengths of CoreTrustSeal
In order to keep this volunteer workforce sustainable, the process needs to have some
valuable strengths. The reviewers were asked to talk about the strengths that the CTS process
embodied (Figure 18).
Figure 18. Strengths of CTS

The top two responses were very encouraging. Diversity in the reviewers was seen as a strength
and suggests that reviewers do not need to be disciplinary specific. Participants valued not only
the diversity in the reviewers, but also felt that the process was rewarding for reviewers. This is
particularly important for a business model that relies on volunteer labor. Several reviewers felt
like Reviewer 16, who said, “it's definitely rewarding. … it's something that I enjoy doing.” The
enjoyment of learning about other organizations and doing “in-depth dive into that particular
application” (26) seemed to make the task worthwhile for several reviewers. The concept of job
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satisfaction is very important to sustain this community effort. Reviewers seem to be willing to
put in the effort if “in the end [they are] really, really happy because CoreTrustSeal, um, may
make so much greater impact” (25).
An additional observation by the reviewers was that they felt an advantage was gained by
having the diversity in the reviewer pool and the reviewers being disciplinary agnostic. One
could say there is a tendency in the various scientific communities to create silos where only
those in that community are trusted to provide professional advice. Several of the reviewers here
pointed out that this may be an opportunity lost. They felt that CoreTrustSeal provides an outside
viewpoint from a wide array of diverse reviewers that come from many other disciplines and
perspectives. Reviewer 19 believed that this is a serious advantage:
But I really think that the fact that, (pause) it is disciplinary agnostic is serious, is really a
strength because we are not really (pause) looking at those repositories from a
disciplinary perspective. We're looking at them from a generic sense as we're looking at
their missions from a generic sense and not from a disciplinary perspective. So, it gives
us, I think more and more neutral (pause) vision and, or more [fresh], the judgment we
can have is more neutral. … with the reviewers [being] picked almost randomly and I
think that's a good thing.
The CoreTrustSeal reviewers represent “a mixture of expert opinion and [disciplinary]
training. These [are] a strength. It's appropriate to what we're trying to do, which is a mixture of
evaluation, community building, reaching consensus on some of these points and overall
improvement to our community” (18). The concept of an external entity review that can provide
insights into new ways to preserve and share data for a repository’s designated community
seems to be a “real strength and the key [to] CoreTrustSeal is [this] diversity of the reviewers”
(28). I know from personal experience that reviewing repositories outside my trained discipline
takes a little more effort because I am required to learn enough about the digital objects and the
repository’s designated community to make judgments and often suggestions to better protect
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these data. In such cases, the reviewer may spend more time and effort, thereby increasing the
attention to detail and often providing greater incentive.
Several reviewers mentioned that the process is rewarding. The task of learning about a
new community is often rewarding for many in our community. Another reviewer discussed the
concept of self-reflection. In addition to being personally rewarding, reviewers can learn new
techniques or approaches that can be leveraged at their home repository as well. In the end the
entire community benefits from this diversity.
Biggest Problem Facing CoreTrustSeal
With any complex process, we know there can be challenges. The goal should be to
identify them and work toward a solution. The CoreTrustSeal process is not immune to these
typical challenges. The reviewers in this study were consistent across the three perspectives
when expressing the largest concerns (Table 5). These top two issues were also closely related.

Table 5
Biggest Problems Facing CTS

Reviewers were concerned with the rate of increase in new applications. They questioned
whether the CoreTrustSeal processes would be able to scale appropriately and whether the
community would find reviewers willing to volunteer. Every growing organization encounters
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challenge scaling, but the goal is to do so without frustrating the community while maintaining
quality. Reviewer 15 spoke about this challenge and pondered if the workflow that brings every
application to the full CoreTrustSeal board for review will work:
I think that the turnaround time can be long. (pause) because of the way we're currently
doing the reviews. So (pause) with two reviewers and then the board having to go over it
(pause) that is sometimes taking them a while and especially if the reviews they not come
in on time. Um, so I wonder if that's always necessary to have the full board review each
and every application that might not be sustainable if we scaled up to certain point.
The CoreTrustSeal board’s final review and approval are designed to help maintain consistency
and follow up on any errors the reviewers make. As Reviewer 19 explained, “It's a voluntary
work. Reviewers are doing this on their free time. So, this is, I think, one … of the challenges.
So, scaling up and making sure that we can [maintain consistency] as a certification body.” The
initial challenge will be finding enough reviewers to take on the increasing number of
applications but as the number of reviewers increase, so does the challenge of consistency.
I think at some point if we have too many reviewers, I think it's the consistency [that] is
going to become a problem. [inaudible] because I mean, what we're doing now is we
have an experienced reviewer paired with someone maybe who doesn't do as many
reviews. And I think that would, it might get difficult, at least for, for a certain period if
we would [increase] the assembly of reviewers too much [too fast]. (16)
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Figure 19. Problems facing CTS

With this increase in reviewers and application volume also comes the challenge of maintaining
consistency in the reviews (Figure 19). The community seems to support CoreTrustSeal, as seen
in the increase of applications. But as Reviewer 13 pointed out,
[The community thinks] the CoreTrustSeal is a really useful and wonderful thing to have.
But unless we can think about our business model, unless we can really get, start getting
towards the point where we could have someone more full time, someone who can really
focus on this and insured, that professionalism, … We have to continue to maintain the
consistency. And this is, this is all big challenges.
Reviewers talked about the attention to detail required and the substantial time
commitments necessary to perform consistently good reviews. But as Reviewer 15 noted, “you
try to be as consistent as possible, but every assessment is so different that it's often quite hard to
achieve.” The word coherence is defined as having the quality of being both logical and
consistent. When asked about the challenges facing CoreTrustSeal moving forward, this was the
word that Reviewer 17 thought about first:
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I have one word, coherence. [It is] a coherence a when it comes to reviews, for example,
was one of the most obvious things, but also a coherence in supplied evidences that
support the self-assessments that are two things that pop into my mind.
Reviewer 18 explained that the CoreTrustSeal process is designed to be a transparent process by
necessity. This means that all approved applications are placed on a public website for other
repositories to review and critique.
… scaling to demand while maintaining consistency. (pause) we think we are pretty
consistent but with, with our transparent outcome, which I think is incredibly important,
you are open to comparison and criticism on almost every point of where you are not
consistent.
These challenges are well known, and all but three reviewers talked about them being the biggest
challenge for CoreTrustSeal. Reviewer 13 recognized this as well as the fact that the reviewers
change each time a repository is recertified every three years. This enhances the need for new
reviewers to understand what previous reviewers requested to maintain consistency. As
Reviewer 13 stated, “we’re starting to build training materials. That's great. But we have to
obviously, as we build, we have to maintain the level of the review quality. We have the
commitment [to] maintain the consistency.” This reviewer also pointed out the difficulty with
recertifications every three years as the second set of reviewers will almost never be the same
due to the random selection process.
You only know what you’re looking at and, and how you're looking at now [and not the
previous application]. We need to be able to kind of manage that to a point. I think you
can't give people experience. They don't have, but I think we need to give the reviewers
sometimes a little bit better guidance. (13)
It is encouraging that the reviewers not only recognized a potential challenge, but also offered
solutions.
The reviewers all seemed to be very dedicated to the success of CoreTrustSeal as well as
the preservation of digital objects for reuse by future generations of researchers. When asked
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about potential changes to the CoreTrustSeal process, many great ideas were suggested and were
often similar across the defined perspectives.
Suggested Changes to CoreTrustSeal Process
The reviewers made many suggestions that have the potential to improve the processes
and workflows within CoreTrustSeal, although they discussed some areas more. More than half
the participants discussed the need for better training of new reviewers (Table 6). The
CoreTrustSeal Extended Guidance was developed to help reviewers and applicants know what to
expect in the application and to learn more about the requirements, but reviewers do not receive
formal training before performing reviews. New reviewers rely on their own experience when
submitting an application for their repository. These were successful applications, suggesting the
reviewer had some experience that would be beneficial, but often many members of an
organization take part in filling out a successful CoreTrustSeal application. Reviewer 19
mentioned that there “needs to be maybe more professionalized in the sense of [they] would love
to have formal training provided [and] to have to see formal training sessions offered to
reviewers.”
Table 6
Suggested Changes to the CTS Process
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Although these new training materials would be great for increasing consistency as
CoreTrustSeal expands and adds new reviewers, Reviewer 22 noted that:
it's important to have ongoing training of the reviewers and (pause) even though we're all
doing reviews and sharpening our skills as we do those, I think if we could identify some
areas where the reviews are perhaps [weaker] (pause) where they could be improved.
Reviewer 25 noted that, as CoreTrustSeal is a certification body, “we don't provide any [access]
to workshops, trainings, (pause) programs, whatever.” This is clearly a need and on the minds of
both reviewers and board members.
Another suggestion that was discussed by several participants was the need for a
dedicated application review meeting by the board (Figure 20). CoreTrustSeal board members
currently meet twice a month via video conferences. This meeting is planned as a comprehensive
meeting with goals to accomplish all business in front of the board each time. This includes
administrative duties and assigning reviewers when needed as well as the approval process for
applications completed by the two anonymous reviewers. The board as a group must vote on
each award of the CoreTrustSeal.
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Figure 20. Potential changes to CTS

Often the discussion of the submitted reviews dominates the schedule, leaving little time
to spend on administrative duties and decisions. Little if any time is available to discuss
improvements or evaluations of the process. The challenge is resources and time for the
volunteer board members. As Reviewer 18 noted, “if [they] had infinite resource and
engagement, right. [they] would separate out the review meetings from the governance
meetings.” This would allow more time for each diverse task if those time slots were available.
Reviewer 23 stated that:
maybe we could have a subgroup in the board or something that's because in the board,
we have sort of this administrative stuff and marketing, keeping up the standards … and
then we have the reviews and those are quite separate things. So, we might think about
having a separate body for their reviews, a separate meeting focusing only on the
CoreTrustSeal acceptance.
This suggestion has lots of merit and should be investigated by the board. Any additions or
changes to meeting commitments should also be balanced with the understanding of the
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voluntary commitments by the board. Several reviewers mentioned that the time commitments
were already substantial.
Other suggestions by the reviewers include publishing exemplar sections from approved
applications for new applicants to leverage. This would help them better understand the
requirements. These could be used as training materials for new reviewers as well. Additional
paid staff was also encouraged to help with better communications and to decrease the time
needed to complete reviews. Being primarily a volunteer organization, it is sometimes hard to
predict when some members will have the available bandwidth to push various deliverables
through the workflow. The current staff is already reaching its limit. Another suggestion from
several of the reviewers was the creation of a plan to handle the increase in applications from
generalist repositories and technological service providers.
Most early CoreTrustSeal applications were from disciplinary-specific repositories or
special collections. These groups had a well-defined and narrowly scoped designated
community. They also typically had a well-defined collection that the application was targeted
toward. These characteristics allowed the repository to staff well-trained curators and
preservationists who were knowledgeable about the needs of their designated communities.
These staff also had a clear understanding of the required digital object formats and what it took
to preserve them. Increasingly, applications are arriving that are more generalist in nature, often
spanning many disciplines or even organizations. This makes it critical for reviewers to
understand the level of curation to which the repository is committed, and it is often more
difficult to define the targeted designated community. In addition, the CoreTrustSeal board has
received some applications from technological service providers that only provide the hardware
and software required for the preservation of the digital objects. These groups often rely on the
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self-deposit method and require the depositor to be responsible for curation.
Many repositories are increasingly expanding collections to include a more diverse data
collection or even becoming institutional repositories with the mandate to store all data for an
institution. One of the suggestions reviewers offered in this study was the need for training
materials and a plan to help reviewers understand what types of organizations are in scope for the
certification. This would also help new applicants understand the requirements for being certified
if they have a diverse collection and designated community. For repositories using one of the
technical service provider’s tools, such a planning document would help define which areas of
the CoreTrustSeal application are potentially satisfied by the use of these tools. This could
potentially lead to the certification of tools and services at a granular level and would potentially
allow them to satisfy a subset of the CoreTrustSeal requirements. Work is ongoing to collect
feedback from the community, and a draft planning document has been circulated for comment.
Research Results Summary
The selection of the sample reviewers from the population represented a balance in
perspectives across the three anticipated categories of administrators, archivists, and
technologists. In many cases, reviewers had difficulty selecting one category and often stated
they served multiple roles. Themes in the study converged around several key concepts. Nearly
all participants felt they were performing a peer review process and working to help the
repository community and the research enterprise. Reviewers were asked about the various
CoreTrustSeal application requirements and which ones, from their perspective, were the most
important. No clear evidence emerged to indicate that variations in perspectives had an impact
on the subjective review of application evidence. Often the same categories of evidence were
selected and identified as critical across all three categories (i.e., administrator, archivist, and
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technologist).
The results were similar when reviewers were asked to describe the most important
evidence and suggestions to new CoreTrustSeal applicants. They expressed concerns pertaining
to sustainability of the process as the number of applications increase. In addition, concerns
about consistency of reviews were expressed as a critical issue to address going forward.
Although in this study perspective did not seem to have an impact on the subjective review of
evidence, several participants noted that the potential exists as the number of reviewers increase.
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CHAPTER 5: DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
Importance of Reviewer Experiences
The participants in this study were among the first reviewers to evaluate repositories
against CoreTrustSeal after the merger of the Data Seal of Approval and the World Data Systems
certifications. Many were also elected as CoreTrustSeal board members. When reviewing each
potential participant, a wide range of academic and educational backgrounds was evident. During
the interviews, participants typically had a wide range of experiences across the three identified
perspectives. Many reviewers were also senior members of their organizations and often held
several positions before arriving at their current positions. These experiences across the three
perspectives probably affected the outcomes and the priority each reviewer places on various
pieces of CoreTrustSeal evidence. It was still a bit surprising that reviewers who self-identified
as technologists did not often mention the importance of technology in the presentation of
evidence.
An overview of the interview discussions as a whole showed that this group of reviewers
clearly cared deeply about the research process and the value quality data contribute to scientific
discovery. Every reviewer was keenly interested in learning about the needs of each community
reviewed, supporting data preservation and sharing. This was shown in the holistic view each
reviewer displayed when talking about the various components of trusted repository evidence
presented for evaluation. The expectations and knowledge outside each of their academic
backgrounds indicated that they had worked hard to learn the diverse and complex requirements
that repositories must follow to ensure that the objects entrusted to them are safe. All these
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reviewers also had experience with previous review standards for trustworthy digital repositories
and often managed repositories of their own. Such experiences enabled reviewers to internalize
the values of the CoreTrustSeal standard and, regardless of their personal backgrounds, evaluate
applications evenly and fairly. This community is currently benefitting from the extensive
experience of these reviewers. Many of these were the founders of repository review
organizations and are keenly aware of the holistic perspectives needed to perform a good review.
The challenge moving forward will be to retain these experienced reviewers as well as
grow this pool of qualified reviewers. There are many digital curation and archive professionals
around the world to draw from, but the voluntary nature of this work, combined with the
reduction of resources within repositories, presents a challenge. Repositories are faced with an
increasing demand for digital preservation services; thus, many staff members do not have the
available time to volunteer for these activities.
Challenges of Detailed Evidence versus Concise Evidence
Several of the reviewers interviewed were interested in concise evidence provided by the
applicants, which can sometimes be a challenge because the complex environment in which
repositories operate have many individual components. In addition, they often have many staff
members contributing to the workflows during the preservation of digital objects. The
CoreTrustSeal requirements were based on the detailed OAIS model for describing and
managing repository workflows, yet CoreTrustSeal was purposely designed to be a lightweight
instrument. Thus, a larger population of repositories can attempt certification due to the
reduction in staff labor required to apply. The challenge is that the responses used to describe
repository functions in CoreTrustSeal must still provide enough detail for the reviewer to make
an informed decision. The reviewers must ensure that the complex processes of the repository
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are trustworthy. This increases the challenge for the applicant to be concise yet provide enough
information to satisfy the reviewer. It also increases the subjective nature of the reviewers’
decisions as they lack full information by the nature of this exercise.
Many of the CoreTrustSeal requirements are expressed in broad terms. One example
shown here is requirement nine, aimed at the repository describing their storage procedures:
“The repository applies documented processes and procedures in managing archival storage of
data” (CoreTrustSeal, 2017b). This requirement certainly covers a broad topic and is designed to
fit many repositories’ responses. The instructions for the applicant do give some guidance on the
details required, but these are also very broad categories.
•

How are relevant processes and procedures documented and managed?

•

Does the repository have a clear understanding of all storage locations and how they
are managed?

•

Does the repository have a strategy for multiple copies? If so, what is it?

•

Are risk management techniques used to inform the strategy?

•

What checks are in place to ensure consistency across archival copies?

•

How is deterioration of storage media handled and monitored?

This is in contrast to the more detailed requirements of the ISO 16363 standard that breaks down
these requirements much more granularly. The following examples highlight the details
requested for ISO 16363 in the area of managing AIPs.
4.4.1 The repository shall have specifications for how the AIPs are stored down to the bit
level.
4.4.1.2 The repository shall actively monitor the integrity of AIPs.
4.4.2 The repository shall have contemporaneous records of actions and administration
processes that are relevant to storage and preservation of the AIPs.
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4.4.2.1 The repository shall have procedures for all actions taken on AIPs.
4.4.2.2 The repository shall be able to demonstrate that any actions taken on AIPs were
compliant with the specification of those actions.
These are just a few of the requirements that demonstrate the details and specifics that an ISO
16363 audit would request pertaining to the preservation of the digital objects, thereby
demonstrating the complexity of a preservation system and the details required to evaluate it.
When repositories apply for CoreTrustSeal, the process is designed to be less burdensome and a
more lightweight review, but the fact remains that the repository must appropriately describe
these same complex functions, which can make it difficult for the repository to remain concise
with its evidence while providing necessary information.
The challenge here is determining how concise an applicant should be while still
providing enough detail to be useful. The simplicity of the CoreTrustSeal requirements is
designed to make it easier for the repository to be certified compared to ISO 16363, but this can
also make the process much harder for the reviewer. The answer to this challenge could be found
in the suggestion of several reviewers. During the interviews, the reviewers stated that they
wished to see links to public policy documents embedded in the summary provided as evidence.
A good strategy for applicants would be to provide a concise overview in the application and
reference appropriate detailed public documents describing the more complex components of the
repository functions. This would also be a great starting point if, in the future, the repository
attempts a more detailed ISO 16363 audit or wishes to provide more details to its designated
community.
CoreTrustSeal Process Suggestions
During the interviews, the participants made several suggestions that had the potential to
improve the CoreTrustSeal process and workflows. The reviewers have many combined years of
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diverse experience, and these suggestions are important to consider for the sustainability of the
CoreTrustSeal community. The suggestions range from the need for more administrative
resources to the materials provided for new applicants as an aid to improve future applications.
All of these have the potential to reduce turnaround times for reviews, which is a desired
outcome.
Reviewers expressed that administrative resources should be improved. Some of these
suggestions were for more administrative staff to assist the management of the applications and
better communicate with the repositories. Administrative technical support was also suggested to
aid with the management of the website as well as the review submission systems. All of these
have the potential for reducing the amount of time it takes to approve an application. The
CoreTrustSeal is primarily a volunteer organization, but an increase in paid staff or contracted
services would help make the processes a little smoother and faster.
Another area that was seen as important was to provide some exemplar materials to aid
new applicants. The number of approved applications has now reached a level that would allow
for the selection of exemplars for each category that could help guide new applicants. It may also
be possible to have suggestions for various disciplines and repository types. As the diversity of
new repositories increases, they need to understand if they are in scope for CoreTrustSeal. There
is current work to develop a plan to handle the increase in applications from generalist
repositories and technical service providers—another area of concern discussed by reviewers.
Actions are already being taken.
When discussing the application approval workflow, several reviewers expressed an
interest in holding a meeting just for the review and approval of applications. Such an important
task seems to always dominate the biweekly board meetings. In some cases, these reviews take
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most of the allocated time and do not allow for time to discuss administrative business and
improvements to the organization. These tasks are vital and would help increase productivity.
This would also potentially allow a different subset of board members to focus on reviews,
allowing some of the others to focus their volunteered time toward administrative duties.
Collectively, these reviewer suggestions have the potential to increase the efficiency of the
CoreTrustSeal process and provide more information to new applicants. But the single most
discussed improvement was the need for reviewer training. Reviewers saw this training as the
highest priority to improve the certification process and as critical to keeping the reviews
consistent as the number of applications for CoreTrustSeal increase.
Building Training Programs for Reviewers
The most important need that was identified by the study participants was a training
program for reviewers. Currently, the only requirement for being a reviewer is to be employed at
an organization that has a trusted repository certified by CoreTrustSeal. In addition, the only
instructions provided to those new reviewers are the publicly available CoreTrustSeal
requirements and the accompanying extended guidance (CoreTrustSeal Standards and
Certification Board, 2019). The extended guidance is helpful and was one of the suggestions for
new applicants to read before submitting a certification application, but it is not a training guide.
In order to maintain consistency across reviews, the study participants often suggested the need
for more training.
Consistency in evaluation is often a challenge, especially when the materials are
potentially subjective in nature. One method that can be effective is the use of a standardized
rubric for scoring of materials. The current extended guidance contains some initial concepts of
this. For example, the extended guidance for R1 states that, “If data management is not referred
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to in the mission of the repository, then this Requirement cannot have a Compliance Level of 3
or higher” (CoreTrustSeal Standards and Certification Board, 2019). This is a good start, but
many places in the extended guide do not have this, and the level of detail could be enhanced to
give reviewers more metrics to be looking for in the provided evidence.
The educational community has experience using rubrics in developing coursework and
instructional design. The technique of leveraging rubrics has been used effectively in all levels of
education. “Whether we teach elementary school or graduate students, rubrics orient us toward
our goals as teachers” (Andrade, 2005). The challenge is to develop a rubric that is flexible
enough yet provides the consistency needed for the CoreTrustSeal reviews. In addition to
developing rubrics, CoreTrustSeal must also develop clearly defined training regimes using these
rubrics. As Andrade stated, “rubrics are not replacements for good instruction…rubrics can serve
the purposes of teaching and learning as well as evaluation” (2005). New reviewers should
leverage this new rubric for evaluation of CoreTrustSeal applications. This will also aid in
consistency across reviews by guiding new applicants and train them to provide appropriate
evidence as well.
Developing a rubric associated with the levels of compliance in the CoreTrustSeal
framework would be an improvement to the CoreTrustSeal Extended Guidance (CoreTrustSeal
Standards and Certification Board, 2019) and could provide the basis for the design of reviewer
training materials. These materials could be delivered online, which would be preferred due to
reviewers’ diverse locations. To enhance transparency of the CoreTrustSeal peer review process,
these courses could be available to the public so new applicants could also leverage them. This
would allow repositories to learn what reviewers will be looking for. These online courses could
include an introduction that discusses implicit biases and would help reviewers understand them
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to help identify them and mitigate their impact. This is especially important for inexperienced
reviewers. Once implemented, these training courses will not only increase the consistency of the
reviews, but also have the potential of increasing the quality of evidence provided in the first
drafts of applications. The potential for reducing the number of resubmissions is important
because this can reduce the turnaround time for certification and increase the repositories’
satisfaction with the process. This also has the potential for increasing the sustainability of the
community, which is vital for this business model. The ultimate goal should be for the repository
or archive to improve preservation practices as a result of the review. If self-assessments and
peer reviews are done in good faith, they could have a powerful effect on the longevity of the
archive and its ability to preserve its digital assets. Certifications and seals of approval all play an
important role in the process of an archives becoming more OAIS compliant.
Study Impact and Suggestions for Repositories
The review of the literature painted a complex picture that is still evolving in the world of
audits and certification of trusted digital repositories. The first step for archives that wish to
proceed down this road is to educate themselves on what “trust” in their specific communities
means as research has shown that “trust” is relative to the domain or discipline and varies with
the repository’s status of dependability in the community (Yakel et al., 2013). Recent discussions
around the conceptual areas that repositories need to examine in order to be trusted focus on the
letters that combine to spell trust (Lin et al., 2020). Modeled after the FAIR principles concept
(Wilkinson et al., 2016), the TRUST principles (Table 7) outline what actions repositories must
demonstrate to show their designated community that they are trustworthy.
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Table 7
The TRUST Principles

Principle
Transparency
Responsibility
User Focus
Sustainability

Guidance for repositories
To be transparent about specific repository services and data holdings that are
verifiable by publicly accessible evidence.
To be responsible for ensuring the authenticity and integrity of data holdings
and for the reliability and persistence of its service.
To ensure that the data management norms and expectations of target user
communities are met.
To sustain services and preserve data holdings for the long-term.

Technology

To provide infrastructure and capabilities to support secure, persistent, and
reliable services.
These are the principles and concepts that repositories should seek to describe when

applying for any seal or certification to demonstrate that they are a trusted repository. Many of
these attributes were identified as important by reviewers in this study. If repositories wish to
demonstrate trust to their community, following the well-seasoned advice of reviewers in this
study would contribute to this goal. These concepts should be followed while providing evidence
for the CoreTrustSeal application.
The first principle of transparency was mentioned several times during the study
interview, and the need for evidence that points to publicly available policy documents was one
of the top suggestions by reviewers. In order to make the application concise, it is also important
that links to these public documents be included in the summaries provided within the
CoreTrustSeal application. The evidence provided should be supported by public policies that
are consistent with the claims in the summary.
One of the most important categories of evidence discussed by the reviewers was the
context and background information for the repository under review. Reviewers often felt that
this was critical to the review process. Repositories should describe their designated community
and provide information about the needs of that community to set the framework for curation
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requirements in that community. A brief description of the repository is important, but applicants
should ensure that the collection or collections targeted for certification are well described and
designated in this summary. Often repositories have many collections that vary widely, and some
of those collections may not be the target of the certification. This can confuse the reviewer and
could inadvertently expand the perceived requirements for curation.
Applicants should always approach each requirement with the same level of specifics and
detail. Yet reviewers often mentioned that curation workflows and the preservation of the digital
objects were some of the first things on their minds. Documented curation workflows that
demonstrate to the reviewer that the repository has a defined plan for each object under its care is
important. Once these AIPs are created, reviewers felt that it is very important to have a
preservation plan to describe how they will be cared for and managed over time.
Some other important advice for new applicants was geared not toward the evidence
requirements, but rather to help applicants with the process of applying. The first suggestion was
to plan. The application often requires input from many different individuals at the repository’s
organization. Administrative buy-in is critical because the process will require time and effort
across many areas of the organization. Repositories seeking the CoreTrustSeal certification
should have the repository staff review approved applications that are published on the
CoreTrustSeal website and pay attention to certified repositories that have characteristics and
designated communities similar to their own. It can be helpful to assign various staff members to
the task of outlining a bulleted draft for the portions of the application they will be responsible
for. The reviewers also suggested holding a meeting to compare notes and identify areas that
need more documentation or evidence. Collectively, as a group, it is easier to identify who might
have the information needed to create this required documentation. It can also be helpful to
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follow the terminology and guidance provided in the OAIS model (Giaretta, 2012).
A successful CoreTrustSeal application will require a team effort from the repository
staff as well as administrative support. This ongoing process repeats every three years. A trusted
repository should always reevaluate and review its policies on a regular basis to ensure it is
providing adequate services to its designated community and preserving the digital objects it is
entrusted to manage. This is even more critical for research data repositories, where the required
formats and research methodologies are rapidly changing to keep up with scientific innovation
and the numerous new data sources. The process of repository evaluation is time consuming and
complex, but it provides a framework for this recurring self-evaluation that is critical to
remaining a trusted digital repository.
Limitations of the Study
As with any study, there are limitations to the research and lessons learned during the
process that would have benefited from changes. Now that more than 90 repositories have the
CoreTrustSeal, the number of potential reviewers to interview has increased. When the sample
for this study was taken, only 37 reviewers had participated in a CoreTrustSeal review. The 13
participants selected were experienced members of the repository community who often held
many positions during their tenures. This excess of experience in the sample was very valuable
in gaining insights into the processes, but also limited the perspectives of new and less
experienced reviewers. As CoreTrustSeal expands, it is probable that more reviewers will have
far less experience and they will not have the well-balanced perspectives obtained in this study.
Many of the reviewers in this study self-identified as having more than one of the targeted
perspectives. In addition, the study did not obtain a metric for participants’ experience level,
which would have helped weight the results based on experience levels in addition to the
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background and training. Any future studies should create a metric for experience to include in
the analysis. This community would benefit from a repeated study in five years after the
community has expanded to ensure that the newer generation of reviewers remains as unbiased
and well-rounded as the initial group of reviewers tended to be.
Another challenge with the study is that it relied on the reviewers’ memory to describe
their experiences. This memory was leveraged to obtain the requirements that the reviewers were
first to remember. However, the data could also be skewed by reviewers recalling their most
recent experiences. The CoreTrustSeal requirements are relatively new, which limits the number
of applications reviewers had to recall, but their answers could have been skewed by more recent
events.
One methodology tested during this study was the use of the Pencast system that records
audio and synchronizes it with the interviewer’s note writing. Personally, I felt that the struggle
to use this consistently across the interviews was too much for it to be useful. I often found
myself concentrating on the interview and engaging with the participant and forgetting to evenly
record notations using the Pencast. The resulting information was inconsistent and not used in
this study. Although it did provide a third copy of the recordings, the synchronization of the
notes was not helpful.
Future Studies
Now that a greater number of CoreTrustSeal applications have been approved, future
studies could be done to assist the community. The most important study would be to design a
rubric for use in training reviewers and approving CoreTrustSeal applications. Given the larger
number of approved applications, a content analysis of these approved evidence lists could
provide the details needed to design a rubric that allows for the consistent and sustainable
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approval of CoreTrustSeal applications. As the number of applications increases, this will aid in
the scaling of the process. The results would be a great addition to the current CoreTrustSeal
Extended Guidance and could be used to build training courses for reviewers.
A follow-up study that compares new reviewers’ perspectives to the perspectives of more
senior reviewers would be interesting. This was not possible during the current study, but the
growth of the CoreTrustSeal peer review community could now support such a study. Although
no evidence of influence due to various backgrounds and education were discovered in this
study, this could have been impacted by the lack of newer reviewers with less experience.
Including these new reviewers in a balanced sample could help identify and maintain strategies
to prevent inconsistent evaluations and provide greater balance of reviews across various
repositories.
Another interesting follow-up study would be to compare repository evaluation to the
scientific peer review process. Some research into these processes has been performed (Wessely,
1998). What could be learned from these evaluations and how would they apply to the process of
building trust in research repositories?
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APPENDIX A: REPOSITORY APPLICATIONS TARGETED

Repository

Link

WDC—Solid Earth
Physics, Moscow

Country

Pages

Discipline

http://www.wdcb.ru/sep/ Russia
index.html

26

Physics

The Language Archive

https://archive.mpi.nl/

Netherlands

28

Language

DKRZ—WDC Climate

http://www.wdcclimate.de/

Germany

26

Climate

CLARIN Center IvdNT

http://www.ivdnt.org/

Netherlands

34

Language

IMS Repository

http://clarin04.ims.unistuttgart.de/fedora/

Germany

49

Language

Qualitative Data
Repository

https://qdr.syr.edu/

USA

29

Social
Science

USGS EROS Center
(WDC—Earth Resources
Observation and Science)

https://eros.usgs.gov/

USA

29

Geosciences

Australian Antarctic Data
Centre

http://data.aad.gov.au/

Australia

150

Climate

DataFirst Data Portal

http://www.datafirst.uct.
ac.za/dataportal/

South Africa

23

General

CELR META-SHARE

https://metashare.ut.ee/

N/A

42

Language

CLARIN Center BBAW

http://clarin.bbaw.de/en/

Germany

39

Language

Chinese Astronomical
Data Center

http://casdc.chinavo.org/?locale=en

China

20

Astronomy

CSIRO Data Access
Portal

https://data.csiro.au/

Australia

35

General

109

Norwegian Marine Data
Centre (NMD)

https://www.hi.no/en/hi/ Norway
forskning/researchgroups-1/the-norwegianmarine-data-centre-nmd

27

Marine

Oak Ridge National
Laboratory Distributed
Active Archive Center
(ORNL DAAC)

http://daac.ornl.gov/

USA

25

Biological
Science

UC3 Merritt

https://merritt.cdlib.org/

USA

33

General

ISRIC WDC - Soils

https://www.isric.org/ab
out/world-data-centresoils-wdc-soils

Netherlands

43

Soils

Tilburg University
Dataverse

https://www.tilburgunive Netherlands
rsity.edu/about/universit
y-library/

34

General

The Language Bank of
Finland

http://www.kielipankki.f
i/

61

Language

LDC Catalog

https://catalog.ldc.upenn. USA
edu/

26

Language

The ILC4CLARIN
Centre at the Institute for
Computational
Linguistics

https://dspace-clarinit.ilc.cnr.it/

Italy

29

Language

Cornell Institute for
Social and Economic
Research (CISER)

http://ciser.cornell.edu/

USA

51

Social
Science

Digital Repository of
Ireland

http://www.dri.ie/

Ireland

59

Social
Science &
Humanities

Scholars' Mine

http://scholarsmine.mst.e USA
du/

77

General

110

Finland

DANS: Electronic
Archiving SYstem
(EASY)

https://easy.dans.knaw.nl Netherlands
/

45

General

FDAT

http://fdat.escience.unituebingen.de/portal

Germany

49

General

NSD’s Research Data
Archive

http://www.nsd.uib.no/n
sddata/arkivering/en/ind
ex.html

Norway

48

General

DARIS

http://forscenter.ch/en/da Sweden
ta-and-researchinformation-services/

47

Social
Science

ARCHE

https://arche.acdh.oeaw.
ac.at/browser/

Austria

37

Humanities

Irish Social Science Data
Archive (ISSDA)

http://www.ucd.ie/issda/

Ireland

53

Social
Science

Meertens Institute

http://www.meertens.kn
aw.nl/cms/

Netherlands

51

Language &
Culture

Roper Center for Public
Opinion Research

http://ropercenter.uconn.
edu/

USA

43

Social
Science

Swedish National Data
Service

http://snd.gu.se/

Sweden

37

General

Australian Data Archive

https://www.ada.edu.au/
ada/home

Australia

69

Social
Science

Czech Social Science
Data Archive

http://archiv.soc.cas.cz/

Czechia

39

Social
Science

ADP Social Science Data
Archives

http://www.adp.fdv.unilj.si/eng/

Slovenia

47

Social
Science

National Geoscience Data http://www.bgs.ac.uk/ser UK
Centre (NGDC)
vices/ngdc/home.html

38

Geosciences

The Worldwide PDB
(wwPDB)

90

Biological
Science

https://www.wwpdb.org/ N/A
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ImmPort Repository

http://www.immport.org
/

GESIS Data Archive for
the Social Sciences

21

Biological
Science

https://www.gesis.org/en Germany
/home/institute/departme
nts/data-archive-for-thesocial-sciences/

46

Social
Science

TalkBank

http://talkbank.org/

USA

33

Language

Mendeley Data

http://data.mendeley.co
m/

USA

46

General

Data Repository
University of Minnesota
(DRUM)

https://conservancy.umn. USA
edu/handle/11299/16657
8

37

General

The Finnish Social
Science Data Archive
(FSD)

http://www.fsd.uta.fi/en/

Finland

42

Social
Science

Edition Topoi Collections http://repository.editiontopoi.org/

Germany

37

Ancient
Studies

Totals:

18 countries

1950
pages

12 disciplines

112

USA

APPENDIX B: CORETRUSTSEAL REQUIREMENTS

Core Trustworthy Data Repositories Requirements
Background & General Guidance
The Core Trustworthy Data Repositories Requirements are intended to reflect the
characteristics of trustworthy repositories. As such, all Requirements are mandatory and are
equally weighted, standalone items. Although some overlap is unavoidable, duplication of
evidence sought among Requirements has been keep to a minimum where possible. The choices
contained in checklists (e.g., repository type and curation level) are not considered to be
comprehensive, and additional space is provided in all cases for the applicant to add “other”
(missing) options. This and any comments given may then be used to refine such lists in the
future.
Each Requirement in the Catalogue is accompanied by guidance text to assist applicants
in providing sufficient evidence that their repositories meet the Requirement, outlining the types
of information that a reviewer will expect in order to perform an objective assessment.
Furthermore, the applicant must indicate a compliance level for each of the Requirements:
0 – Not applicable
1 – The repository has not considered this yet
2 – The repository has a theoretical concept
3 – The repository is in the implementation phase
4 – The guideline has been fully implemented in the repository
Compliance levels provide a useful part of the self-assessment process, but all applicants will be
judged against statements supported by appropriate evidence, not against self-assessed
compliance levels. In this regard, if the applicant believes a Requirement is not applicable, the
reason for this must be documented in detail. Note also that compliance levels 1 and 2 can be
valid for internal self-assessments, while certification may be granted if some guidelines are
considered to be at level 3—in the implementation phase—since the Requirements include an
assumption of a repository’s continuous improvement.
Reponses must be in English. Although attempts will be made to match reviewers to
applicants in terms of language and discipline, this is not always possible. If evidence is in
another language, an English summary must be provided in the self-assessment.
Because core certification does not involve a site visit, the Requirements should be
supported by links to public evidence. Nevertheless, it is understood that for reasons such as
security, it may not always possible to include all information on an organization’s website, and
provisions are made within the certification process for repositories who want sensitive parts of
their evidence to remain confidential.
Repositories are required to be reassessed every three years. It is recognized that while
basic systems and capabilities evolve continuously according to technology and user needs, they
may not undergo major changes in this timeframe. However, the Trustworthy Repository ISO
standard (ISO 16363) has a five-year review cycle, and a shorter period is considered necessary
for a core trust standard to allow for possible modifications and corrections. Hence, an
organization with well-managed records and business processes should reasonably expect to be
able to submit an application with only minimal revisions after three years, unless the
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Requirements themselves have been updated within the intervening period.
Glossary of Terms
Please refer to the Core Trustworthy Data Repositories Requirements Glossary:
https://goo.gl/rQK5RN.
Requirements Background Information Context
R0. Please provide context for your repository.
– Repository Type. Select all relevant types from:
• Domain or subject-based repository
• Institutional repository
• National repository system, including governmental
• Publication repository
• Library/Museum/Archives
• Research project repository
• Other (Please describe)
Comments
– Brief Description of the Repository’s Designated Community
– Level of Curation Performed. Select all relevant types from:
A. Content distributed as deposited
B. Basic curation – e.g., brief checking, addition of basic metadata or documentation
C. Enhanced curation – e.g., conversion to new formats, enhancement of
documentation
D. Data-level curation – as in C above, but with additional editing of deposited data for
accuracy
Comments
– Outsource Partners. If applicable, please list them.
– Other Relevant Information
Organizational Infrastructure
I. Mission/Scope
R1. The repository has an explicit mission to provide access to and preserve data in its
domain.
Compliance Level:
II. Licenses
R2. The repository maintains all applicable licenses covering data access and use and
monitors compliance.
Compliance Level:
III. Continuity of access
R3. The repository has a continuity plan to ensure ongoing access to and preservation of its
holdings.
Compliance Level:
IV. Confidentiality/Ethics
R4. The repository ensures, to the extent possible, that data are created, curated, accessed,
and used in compliance with disciplinary and ethical norms.
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Compliance Level:
V. Organizational infrastructure
R5. The repository has adequate funding and sufficient numbers of qualified staff managed
through a clear system of governance to effectively carry out the mission.
Compliance Level:
VI. Expert guidance
R6. The repository adopts mechanism(s) to secure ongoing expert guidance and feedback
(either in-house, or external, including scientific guidance, if relevant).
Compliance Level:
Digital Object Management
VII. Data integrity and authenticity
R7. The repository guarantees the integrity and authenticity of the data.
Compliance Level:
Guidance:
The repository should provide evidence to show that it operates a data and metadata
management system suitable for ensuring integrity and authenticity during the processes of
ingest, archival storage, and data access.
Integrity ensures that changes to data and metadata are documented and can be traced to
the rationale and originator of the change.
Authenticity covers the degree of reliability of the original deposited data and its
provenance, including the relationship between the original data and that disseminated, and
whether or not existing relationships between datasets and/or metadata are maintained.
For this Requirement, responses on data integrity should include evidence related to the
following:
• Description of checks to verify that a digital object has not been altered or corrupted (i.e.,
fixity checks).
• Documentation of the completeness of the data and metadata.
• Details of how all changes to the data and metadata are logged.
• Description of version control strategy.
• Usage of appropriate international standards and conventions (which should be
specified).
Evidence of authenticity management should relate to the follow questions:
• Does the repository have a strategy for data changes? Are data producers made aware of
this strategy?
• Does the repository maintain provenance data and related audit trails?
• Does the repository maintain links to metadata and to other datasets? If so, how?
• Does the repository compare the essential properties of different versions of the same
file? How?
• Does the repository check the identities of depositors?
This Requirement covers the entire data lifecycle within the repository, and thus has
relationships with workflow steps included in other requirements—for example, R8 (Appraisal)
for ingest, R9 (Documented storage procedures) and R10 (Preservation plan) for archival
storage, and R12–R14 (Workflows, Data discovery and identification, and Data reuse) for
dissemination. However, maintaining data integrity and authenticity can also be considered a
mindset, and the responsibility of everyone within the repository.
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VIII. Appraisal
R8. The repository accepts data and metadata based on defined criteria to ensure relevance
and understandability for data users.
Compliance Level:
IX. Documented storage procedures
R9. The repository applies documented processes and procedures in managing archival
storage of the data.
Compliance Level:
X. Preservation plan
R10. The repository assumes responsibility for long-term preservation and manages this
function in a planned and documented way.
Compliance Level:
XI. Data quality
R11. The repository has appropriate expertise to address technical data and metadata
quality and ensures that sufficient information is available for end users to make qualityrelated evaluations.
Compliance Level:

Guidance:
Repositories must work in concert with depositors to ensure that there is
enough available information about the data such that the Designated Community can
assess the substantive quality of the data. Such quality assessment becomes
increasingly relevant when the Designated Community is multidisciplinary, where
researchers may not have the personal experience to make an evaluation of quality
from the data alone. Repositories must also be able to evaluate the technical quality of
data deposits in terms of the completeness and quality of the materials provided, and
the quality of the metadata.
Data, or associated metadata, may have quality issues relevant to their research
value, but this does not preclude their use in science if a user can make a wellinformed decision on their suitability through provided documentation.
For this Requirement, please describe:

XII. Workflows
R12. Archiving takes place according to defined workflows from ingest to dissemination.
Compliance Level:
XIII. Data discovery and identification
R13. The repository enables users to discover the data and refer to them in a persistent way
through proper citation.
Compliance Level:
XIV. Data reuse
R14. The repository enables reuse of the data over time, ensuring that appropriate
metadata are available to support the understanding and use of the data.
Compliance Level:
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Technology
XV. Technical infrastructure
R15. The repository functions on well-supported operating systems and other core
infrastructural software and is using hardware and software technologies appropriate to
the services it provides to its Designated Community.
Compliance Level:
XVI. Security
R16. The technical infrastructure of the repository provides for protection of the facility
and its data, products, services, and users.
Compliance Level:
Applicant Feedback
Comments/feedback
These requirements are not seen as final, and we value your input to improve the core
certification procedure. To this end, please leave any comments you wish to make on both
the quality of the Catalogue and its relevance to your organization, as well as any other
related thoughts.
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APPENDIX C: RESEARCH QUESTIONS AND SEMI-STRUCTURED INTERVIEW
INSTRUMENT
RQ1
Does the reviewer’s perspective impact their evaluation of trustworthy digital repository
evidence? If so, what are the nature of these differences?
RQ2
Does CoreTrustSeal reviewers’ perception of the application strengths vary given their
perceived role in the process?
Introduction:
This interview is part of my dissertation research at the University of North Carolina under the
review of Helen Tibbo.
Q1: Is it OK for me to record this interview?
My Action: If OK with recording, I will make sure they are all working at this point.
Thank You.
These recordings will be deleted after 6 months, and your name and/or identifying
information will be removed from the transcripts. Only myself, my advisor, and the
transcriptionist will have access to these recordings prior to their deletion. All results
will be de-identified and presented in summary form. At any point in the interviews you
can refuse to answer any questions or end your participation at any time.
Reviewer Background Information:
The purpose of this section is to begin the conversation as well as supplement the
collection of demographics information related reviewers training and experience needed
for RQ1. This is designed to group reviewers into three predefined categories that fit
them best: technologist versus archivist versus administrator.
My career path to archives and digital preservation has been somewhat diverse.
Q2: How would you describe your academic and professional background?
Q3: How did you become interested in archives and repositories?
Q4: Which of the following best describes you? Technologist/Archivist/Administrator.
If you see yourself serving more than one of these roles, rank them as you wish.
Opening Questions on CoreTrustSeal (CTS) Experiences:
The purpose of this section is to begin with more open-ended questions to get respondents
talking about their CTS experiences and begin to identify any similarities/differences in
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perspectives across the three categories of reviewers for RQ1.
Q5: Overall, how has your experience as a CTS reviewer been?
Q6: What do you see as the strengths of the CTS?
Q7: What do you see as the challenges of the CTS process?
Q8: As a CTS reviewer, what have been your greatest challenges?
Examining reviewers’ perspectives:
The goal of this section is to probe deeper into perspectives of the reviewers on evidence. What
are the evidence components that they feel are most important? Which requirements do they feel
are critical to the evaluation? These questions are generally from my experiences on the CTS
board.
Q9: In your opinion, what are the top three requirements in the CTS application and
why do you think they are the most important?
Q10: What are the most important forms of evidence?
Potential Probes: What role does publish policy play? MOUs/SLAs/Technical
Documentation
Defining reviewers’ perceived role as well as any differences they have seen across
applications:
This section’s goal is to understand how the reviewers see themselves in the CTS process for
RQ2. Is it as an auditor, formal reviewer, peer-to-peer helper or working for CTS board and does
it vary across the three identified groups? Also, this section includes questions looking at
perspectives across different applications. Questions in the group came from the Stage 1 content
analysis and categories identified during that process.
Q11: Who do you feel you are serving during a CTS application review?
Potential Probes: Do you think applicants are formal customers or peers seeking
your help? Do you think the word auditor or peer reviewer fits your role best?
Note: If they reference auditor, use Q11-1 and skip Q11-2. If they reference peers,
skip to Q11-2.
Q11-1: If you see your role as more of an auditor, what do you see as your primary
responsibility?
Q11-2: If you are a peer-reviewer, how do you balance the needs as a reviewer to
“grade/evaluate” the application and help guide your peer repositories toward better
repository management?
Q12: What differences, if any, have you seen in the details of applications across
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different disciplines?
Concluding open-ended questions:
This section allows reviewer to give feedback to CTS as well as possibly see differing priorities
based on perspectives across the identified groups.
Q13: What advice would you have for those applying for new CTS?
Possible Probes: What policy development advice would you give repositories
seeking CTS? What components do you feel are required for good evidence?
Q14: What, if anything, do you wish were different about the CTS process?
Q15: What topics do you think are important that we have not covered today?
Q16: Would it be OK to contact you further if I have any questions pertaining to your
responses?
Possible open probes to use during the interview:
To clarify and/or get more detail
•
•
•

It sounds like you are saying “. . .”. Is that a fair summary?
Tell me more about that.
Can you give me an example?

Get rationale or feeling
•
•
•

Why does that stand out in your memory?
Why do you think you noticed that?
What was significant about this to you?

Redirect back to topic
•
•
•

How does this issue relate to the topic we started with?
Can you recall the associations that led you from our original topic to this one?
I’d like to understand more about how this relates to the earlier topic we were talking
about.
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